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Abstract
We present a theoretical foundation and a methodology

for automatically assigning supply voltages to approximate
ripple carry adders in which accuracy is traded for energy
consumption. The error minimization problem for a fixed
energy budget is formulated as a binned geometric program.
We first use geometric programming to minimize the aver-
age error of the adder and compute the supply voltages at
the gate level, after which we bin the voltages to a finite set
(of four or five voltages) using a heuristic. Using HSPICE
in 90nm technology, we show simulation results by applying
our methodology to a ripple carry adder and obtain savings
of up to 2:58X (and by a median of 1:58X) in average er-
ror, when compared to uniform voltage scaling, for the same
energy consumption. Compared to a naive biased voltage
scaling (n-BIVOS), which is the best prior art in literature, a
Binned Geometric Program Solution (BGPS) as proposed in
this paper saves 32.3% energy with the same PSNR in an 8-
point FFT example or, alternatively, increases the PSNR by
8.5db for the same energy consumption for the FFT.

1 Introduction

Low power circuit design is vital to sustaining higher func-
tionality and prolonging battery life of today’s ubiquitous
portable electronic devices. The simplest way to save en-
ergy is to decrease the supply voltage of a circuit as the

feature size becomes smaller. But the rapid shrinking of
transistors has made it very difficult to maintain 100% reli-
ability, which typically requires the supply voltage not to
be decreased, thus imposing contradictory requirements.
Also, with scaling of transistors, process variations do not
allow a fine-grained control over the parameters of the cir-
cuit components, such as delay, where it has been shown
that the variation is up to 30% in 70nm technology [1].
Thus, a VLSI designer may have to deal with circuits
where the delays of the components are not predictable
and the accuracy of the output is less than 100%. These
circuits can potentially be used in many applications such
as audio and video signal processing where 100% accuracy
is not essential and thus the reliability of these devices can
be relaxed.

To model circuits with reduced voltages resulting in oc-
casional errors, a novel methodology of probabilistic and
approximate arithmetic circuits [2, 3, 4] has been proposed.
One case of probabilistic circuits involves modeling the
effect of the inherent thermal noise in the devices espe-
cially as the supply voltages are lowered. In this paper
we deal with approximate circuits, in particular arithmetic
adders, where the accuracy of the output is traded for
energy consumption through deliberate overclocking and
multiple voltage levels; in the circuits we consider, thermal
noise does not play a role, and so approximate arithmetic
explored in this paper is applicable to current process tech-
nologies. It has been shown [3, 4] that in approximate



circuits, where outputs are sometimes not accurate due to
delay errors, accuracy can be increased by biased voltage
scaling (BIVOS) in which the computation of more signif-
icant bits is given higher voltage than that of lower sig-
nificant bits, compared to uniform voltage scaling (UVOS)
in which a uniform lower voltage is supplied across the
adder [3]. But the voltage assignment to the components
in the circuit has been ad-hoc. There has not been a well-
grounded approach to guide the designer in determining
the voltage allocation in the adder to maximize accuracy
while staying within the available energy budget.

In this paper, we present a methodology which effi-
ciently finds a supply voltage investment in the case of
approximate adders for minimizing the average error at the
output of the adder while keeping the energy consumption
under a given budget. The primary contributions are as
follows:

� We develop a formal model to characterize the aver-
age error in an approximate adder as a function of its
design parameters.

� We also develop an energy model to estimate the
energy consumption of an approximate adder. We
present an algorithm to compute the reduced switch-
ing activities for a ripple carry adder due to overclock-
ing.

� We then pose our target problem as an optimization
problem where the objective function is the average
error of the approximate adder. The constraint is that
the energy consumption of the adder should be under
the given Energy Budget.

� We compute an approximation of our non-linear opti-
mization problem as a geometric program. We then
solve it using a standard toolbox which results in a
continuous allocation of supply voltages to all the
gates in the adder.

� For pragmatic concerns, we perform “supply voltage
binning” which limits the number of supply voltages
in the adder by use of a heuristic algorithm.

� We demonstrate the improvement that results from
this methodology by applying it to a 16-bit ripple
carry adder (RCA). We were able to reduce the error
in an BGPS-based RCA by up to 2:3X when com-
pared to an RCA with a naive biased voltage scaling
(n-BIVOS) scheme with the same energy consump-
tion.

We present here a roadmap to this paper. In Section 2,
we present a brief background on current day CMOS VLSI

technology and also discuss some physical fabrication con-
straints on the implementation of multiple voltages. We
also describe the technique of approximate arithmetic and
the motivation behind it in Section 2. To avoid ambiguity
about the exact problem that we target in this paper, we
discuss our goal briefly differentiating it against conven-
tional circuit design optimization problems in Section 3.
We present a comprehensive list of the variables and their
definitions that will be used throughout the paper in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5 we discuss a few instances of prior
work which are related to the problem addressed in this
paper. We describe assumptions that we use in the paper
on variables related to delay in Section 6 and with respect
to energy modeling in Section 7.

The crux of the paper is discussed in Section 8 where
we present our model for the output error in an approx-
imate RCA. To elaborate, Section 8.1 presents the gate
level description of the ripple carry adder. In Section 8.2,
we present the model of an approximate RCA and the
mathematical characterization of the output error in an
approximate RCA. We describe our approach to reducing
the computational complexity, which is one of the primary
reasons for the practical validity of our approach, of the
mathematical characterization of the average output error
of an approximate ripple carry adder over all possible in-
puts, in Section 9. We present our approach to model the
energy consumption in an approximate RCA in Section 10.
We present our target optimization problem and the tech-
nique of geometric programming that we use for solving
our target optimization problem in Section 11. We propose
a supply voltage binning scheme in Section 11.3 where we
map the solution obtained from geometric programming
to a given set of supply voltages.

We then describe our simulation framework with which
we perform all of our experiments in Section 12. We
present the experimental results in Section 13 that compare
our binned geometric programming solution (BGPS) to a
uniform voltage scaling scheme (UVOS) and a naive-biased
voltage scaling scheme (n-BIVOS) on our target adder de-
signs. In Section 13, we also discuss the non-monotonic
behavior of output error rates of adders and present the
impact of a globally optimized RCA design in the context
of an FFT.

The impact of our optimization methodology on circuit
design is discussed in Section 14, and in Section 15 we
present our conclusions and future directions.

2 Technology Background
In this section we discuss some background about the tech-
nology that we use in this paper. Specifically, we explain
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the concepts of approximate arithmetic, overclocking and
the use of multiple supply voltages in a circuit.

The problem of reducing energy consumption has in the
current day circuit design industry taken the role of a “first
citizen.” There are multiple approaches that have been pro-
posed to combat this problem. In this paper, we focus on
one such approach by Chakrapani et al. [3] where a tech-
nique called “approximate arithmetic” was proposed. In
conventional design methodology, a circuit is operated at a
speed that is directly related to the critical path delay of the
circuit. The critical path delay, in turn, is directly related
to the topology, process technology and supply voltage(s)
of the circuit. The supply voltage dependence is due to the
switching delay of a transistor being inversely proportional
to its supply voltage. Also, it is known that the dynamic en-
ergy consumption of a transistor is in general proportional
to the square of its supply voltage. Hence, a very direct
way of reducing the switching power of a circuit is to re-
duce its supply voltage. But this would lead to a reduction
in the operating frequency of the circuit and thus impact
performance which is also a serious constraint. Keeping
these constraints in mind, Chakrapani et al. [3] proposed a
methodology in which the operating frequency of a circuit
is maintained at the same rate but the supply voltage is
decreased past the limit at which the critical path of the
circuit is guaranteed to not be violated. This could result in
an erroneous output of the circuit but, as shown by Chakra-
pani et al., can also be used in many applications which do
not require strict 100% accuracy of computed values such
as in audio and video signal processing [3]. Such circuits
which are “overclocked,” being operated at a frequency
higher than required to guarantee 100% accuracy, we call
“approximate circuits.”

In this paper, as described in Section 1, we propose a
methodology to find an assignment of multiple voltages to
an approximate ripple carry adder circuit to minimize error
for a given energy consumption. The first design constraint
that arises out of this design methodology is the number
of multiple voltages that could be useful in practice in the
fabricated chip. Circuit designers are using an increasing
number of different voltages in their architectures. Typical
high end chips seem to have four or five different volt-
ages [5, 6]. To benefit from having multiple voltages on
the die, the circuit designer has to overcome the challenge
of creating power distribution networks that feed from the
voltage regulator modules that supply all the devices on the
fewest number of interconnect layers. But the important
point to note here is that the number of different voltages
is the bottleneck here and not the actual magnitude of each
voltage. The circuit designer has the freedom, albeit at
design level, to choose the number of voltage levels and

the exact values of the different voltages. With the free-
dom of using multiple voltage levels the use of voltage
shifters becomes a necessity at least in some cases such
as when a circuit with lower supply voltage is driving a
circuit with higher supply voltage (and the difference in
the supply voltages is not negligible) and when the output
of a circuit is being stored in a register. It has been shown
by Chang et al. [7] that the area/delay overhead of level
shifters for using multiple supply voltages can be relatively
small. Hence in this paper for the sake of simplicity of our
mathematical model and experimental methodology we
limit ourselves to four or five voltages and do not consider
the overhead of voltage level shifters. Furthermore, we
assume that four or five voltages are already part of the
design. So we do not consider in this paper the energy cost
of generating and distributing multiple voltages on-chip.

We have given a brief background about approximate
circuits and overclocking which are used throughout in this
work. We also use multiple voltages in our circuits and
hence we mention some constraints and issues in using
multiple supply voltages.

3 Discussion About Circuit Opti-
mization And Our Target Prob-
lem

In this section we first describe our target problem. We
then present a brief background about circuit design opti-
mization in the context of our target problem.

3.1 Our target problem: approximate
adder supply allocation problem

In this subsection we present the problem that we target in
this paper.

An approximate circuit as described in Section 2 is a cir-
cuit whose actual output might not be equal to the correct
logical output because the circuit is overclocked. In this
paper we specifically target approximate adders. The two
most basic parameters that characterize an approximate
adder are the average output error over all possible input
cases and the average energy consumption. The two main
directions in which an approximate adder can be optimized
are as follows:

1. Minimize the energy consumption of an approximate
adder for a given average output error

2. Minimize the average output error of an approximate
adder for a given energy consumption
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While the former direction may likely be most appro-
priate for some applications, in this paper we address the
latter problem as a first step and are attempting to target
the former problem for future work.

In short, our target problem in this paper is to minimize
the average output error of an approximate adder for a
given energy consumption.

3.2 Background about circuit optimization
problems

In this subsection we briefly discuss circuit optimization
problems in general and the distinction of our target prob-
lem with respect to general circuit optimization problems.

Most circuit design optimization problems are computa-
tionally expensive to solve. For example, a typical place
and route problem may be modeled as a linear program-
ming or an integer linear programming problem which in
the worst case are very expensive to solve. Hence such
optimization problems of practical sizes are usually solved
using heuristics and not by exact methods.

On the other hand, the problem that we target in this
paper is the “approximate adder supply allocation problem”
described in Subsection 3.1. Adders are typically used in a
few options as far as number of bits are concerned: 16, 32
and 64 are the most common. In contrast to regular place
and route problems which typically target 100,000 to a mil-
lion transistors, we currently do not need to look at adders
larger than 64 bits wide. Furthermore, due to limitations
in the design of power converter circuitry [8] and layout
overheads for power planes, typically only a small number
of voltages, e.g., four or five, are used in practice. As a
result, in the design of an energy-optimized adder, at most
64 bits and at most five voltages is in practice a reasonable
limitation leading to a limited range in the variables of
the problem. As such, the problem can be formulated and
solved using exact methods which can be exponential in
terms of run time in the worst case. In this paper we use
geometric programming which typically has polynomial
run time but can be exponential in the worst case.

In summary, general circuit optimization problems are
computationally very expensive to solve exactly and hence
typically heuristics are used. The distinction of our target
problem with respect to general circuit optimization prob-
lems is that we target specifically approximate arithmetic
adders of a set of exact sizes (64 bits or less) and thus are
able to utilize an exact solution method.

4 Terminology
In this section, we define the terms that we use in this paper
to solve the approximate ripple carry adder (RCA) supply
allocation problem. The reader may choose to skip this
section and refer back only as needed.

1. a : A multi-bit binary number with n bits

2. ak : Represents the kth bit in the multi-bit binary
number a where 0 � k < n.

3. s : Represents the correct nC 1-bit sum output of an
n-bit RCA.

4. sk : Denotes the kth bit of s, where 0 � k < nC 1.

5. Approximate adder: An approximate adder is an
adder circuit whose sum output might not be the cor-
rect output because the adder is overclocked. In this
paper we consider approximate RCAs.

6. sa : Represents the approximate nC 1-bit sum output
of an n-bit RCA. The sum output of an approximate
n-bit RCA, sa, may have errors, i.e., it may be the
case that sa ¤ s.

7. sa
k

: Denotes the kth bit of sa, where 0 � k < nC 1.

8. ck: Represents the kth, where 0 � k < nC 1, carry
bit in an RCA.

9. c : The sequence of carry bits in the RCA. Therefore
c D cncn�1 : : : c0.

10. 0 � i < j � n � 1 : Represents all cases for
i and j which satisfy that equation. For example,P
0�i<j�n�1 f .i; j / denotes the sum of f .i; j / for

all values of i and j which satisfy 0 � i < j � n�1.

11. Carry chain : Given an n-bit RCA and two specific
n-bit binary numbers a D an�1an�2 : : : a0 and b D
bn�1bn�2 : : : b0 as inputs to the RCA, define ax D

ax
na

x
n�1a

x
n�2 : : : a

x
0 and bx D bx

nb
x
n�1b

x
n�2 : : : b

x
0

where ax
i D ai ; b

x
i D bi for 0 � i � n � 1 and

ax
n D b

x
n D 0. A carry chain is said to be present in

the n-bit RCA with inputs a and b from position i to
position j if and only if

� ax
i D bx

i D 1. This case is referred to as the
generation of a carry.

� ax
w ¤ b

x
w . This case is referred to as the propa-

gation of a carry.
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� ax
j D bx

j . If ax
j D 0, the carry is said to be

killed and if ax
j D 1 another carry is said to be

generated. In both the cases the carry chain that
was generated at position i ends at position j .

where 0 � i < w < j � n (or, if j D i C 1,
0 � i < j � n and i ¤ n � 1). Please note that this
definition of a carry chain has been adapted from [9].

12. Cij .a;b/ : Consider an n-bit RCA and two specific
n-bit binary numbers a and b as inputs to the RCA. A
boolean variable Cij .a;b/ is defined on whether there
is carry chain starting from position i and ending at
position j such that

Cij .a;b/ D

(
1 if there is a carry chain from i to j
0 otherwise

(1)
where 0 � i < j � n.

13. N : Represents the number of gates in the RCA.

14. �` : Represents the supply voltage of the `th gate,
where 1 � ` � N .

15. v : Represents a vector of size N of all the supply
voltages, i.e., the `th element in the vector v is �`, the
supply voltage of the `th gate.

16. �`.�`/ : Represents the worst-case propagation delay
of the `th gate with a supply voltage of �`, where
1 � ` � N .

17. ε.v/ : Represents a vector of size N where the ele-
ments are the worst-case propagation delays of the
gates in the adder which is a function of the voltage
vector.

18. tin : Represents the time instant when the inputs are
provided to the RCA.

19. tk : Represents the absolute time instant when the cor-
rect sk is computed where 0 � k < nC 1. Therefore
the time taken for the correct sk to be computed is
equal to tk � tin.

20. dpr : Given an n-bit RCA and two specific n-bit bi-
nary numbers a and b and assuming that Cpq D 1

for p < r < q, then we define dpr D tr � tin. dpr
is the time elapsed from the instant when the inputs
are provided to the RCA till the correct sum bit, sr , is
generated.

21. d : Represents an .nC 1/� .nC 1/ matrix where the
r th element in the pth row is dpr . Elements dpr for
which p � r are invalid and so are not considered.

22. D : This is the clock cycle time of the RCA, which
is the difference in time between when the inputs are
given to the RCA and the outputs are taken from the
RCA.

23. Ik.a;b;d;D/ : Variable that denotes if there is an er-
ror and also the sign of the error (positive or negative)
at the kth output bit, where 0 � k < nC1, of an n-bit
RCA with inputs a, b and clock cycle time D.

24. I cc
k
.D; i; j; d/ : Variable that denotes if there is an er-

ror and also the sign of the error (positive or negative)
at the kth output bit only within a carry chain starting
from position i to position j , where 0 � k < nC 1
and 0 � i < j � n, of an n-bit RCA (with a clock
cycle time of D).

25. I E
k
.D; i; j; d/ : Variable that denotes if there is an

error at the kth output bit only within a carry chain
starting from position i to position j , where 0 � k <
nC 1 and 0 � i < j � n, of an n-bit RCA (with a
clock cycle time of D).

26. Ik.D; i; j; d/ : Variable that denotes if there is an
error at the kth output bit only within a carry chain
starting from position i to position j , where 0 � k <
nC 1 and 0 � i < j � n, of an n-bit RCA (with a
clock cycle time of D).

27. Critical Path Delay : The worst case delay of a circuit
for all possible inputs is called the critical path delay
of the circuit.

28. Overclocked RCA: In general, an RCA’s clock cycle
time is greater than or equal to the RCA’s critical path
delay to avoid erroneous outputs. But in our method-
ology we challenge this constraint and operate the
RCA at a clock cycle time lower than the critical path
delay of the RCA. We call this type of RCA as an
overclocked RCA and the general concept is called
overclocking.

29. �min : The minimum supply voltage permitted to be
used for a gate in the process technology used.

30. �max : The maximum supply voltage permitted to be
used for a gate in the process technology used.

31. N� : Represents the number of voltage levels that we
consider in our experiments between �min and �max.
For the target process technology of 90nm used in
this paper, �min D 0:8V , �max D 1:2V , and, with a
granularity of 0:01V , N� is equal to 40.
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32. max-delay` : Denotes �`.�min/ which is the upper
bound on the maximum worst-case propagation delay
of the `th gate.

33. min-delay` : Denotes �`.�max/ which is the upper
bound on the minimum worst-case propagation delay
of the `th gate.

34. A : Number of additions in a chosen benchmark used
to calculate the switching activities in an RCA and
also for an approximate RCA.

35. w` : Represents the switching activity of the `th gate
in a ripple carry adder. Switching activity is defined
as the average number of toggles per addition. The
average is computed as the ratio of number of toggles
at the output of the gate to the number of additions
(A) in a chosen benchmark. Hence this quantity is a
positive real number.

36. W : Represents a vector of size N where the `th ele-
ment is w`.

37. wa
`

: Represents the switching activity of the `th gate
in an approximate ripple carry adder.

38. Wa : Represents a vector of size N where the `th

element is wa
`
.

39. Edyn
`
.�`/ : The average dynamic energy consumption

of the `th gate for a single transition when its sup-
ply voltage is equal to �` where �min � �` � �max.
The dynamic energy consumed by a gate for a sin-
gle transition depends on many other factors such
as (i) whether the transition is a LOW to HIGH or
a HIGH to LOW, (ii) the input(s) and (iii) parasitic
capacitances. For the gates and the target technology
used in this paper, to compute Edyn

`
.�`/ we consider

an average energy consumption per transition over
various input conditions.

40. P stat
`
.�`/ : Represents the static power consumed by

the `th gate at a supply voltage of �`.

41. ` : Represents the proportionality constant between
the propagation delay and the average dynamic en-
ergy consumption of the `th gate for a single transition
averaged over several supply voltages.

42. Nv: Denotes the number of various voltage levels
that we use to compute the average proportionality
constant `.

43. E : Represents the average (over different inputs to
the adder) total energy consumption of an adder for a
single addition.

44. Energy Budget : The total energy budget, in the con-
text of a geometric program (see Section 10), allo-
cated as per our approximate adder supply allocation
problem which is described in Section 3.

45. V : Denotes the set of possible supply voltages for
supply voltage binning.

46. M� : The maximum number of distinct voltages al-
lowed by the circuit designer for supply voltage bin-
ning.

47. r-combination of a set S : Is a subset of set S with r
elements.

48. P.V/ : The power set is the set of all subsets of the
set V, including the empty set and the set V itself [10].

49. mi : Let p 2 P.V/. Then mi denotes the number of
gates in the adder with a supply voltage equal to the
i th element of p.

50. Globally optimized RCA : RCA with a voltage alloca-
tion scheme that is generated as a result of solving our
target problem is referred to as a globally optimized
RCA.

51. Conventional correct RCA : RCA without overclock-
ing whose outputs are always correct.

The terms that we have defined in this section serve as a
reference for the models and procedures described in this
paper.

5 Prior Work
In this section we discuss a few instances of prior work
which are related to our target problem in this paper. We
discuss the prior work based on the different techniques
that they use in the following order: (i) multiple voltages
and (ii) overclocking. We also discuss the distinction be-
tween our approach and the prior work discussed.

Techniques such as the ones by Blaauw et al. [11] and
Broderson et al. [12] are adaptive which means that the
throughput of the circuit is based on the workload. Essen-
tially, the throughput is adjusted by modifying the supply
voltages of the circuit dynamically based on the input load
at that particular time as opposed to operating at the worst
case frequency at all times. Non-adaptive techniques typi-
cally operate a circuit at multiple voltages which might rely
on circuit implementation techniques like transistor sizing
for energy efficiency [13]. Manzak and Chaktrabarti [14]
as well as Yeh et al. [15, 16] present techniques that are
also non-adaptive but which operate the critical paths of
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the circuit at higher voltages than the non-critical paths
and also use transistor sizing.

Among the ones that use overclocking, one of them is
broadly know as the “Razor” approach [17, 18] champi-
oned by researchers at the University of Michigan which
allows errors at the circuit level, but only temporarily (for
a few clock cycles). In this case, errors are corrected by
inserting delay in order to continue from a previous known
“correct” logic state. It is assumed that prior approaches to
handle flip-flops and meta-stability issues [17, 18] can be
used.

Tschanz et al. [19] describe the development of timing
error resilient circuitry including a prototype chip that lets
timing errors happen and then corrects them using less
power overall. Shim et al. [20] show a design in which
circuit level timing errors are corrected using signal pro-
cessing techniques. Soft digital signal processing by Hegde
and Shanbhag et al. [21] allows errors in the computation
but then uses digital noise tolerance schemes to attempt to
correct these errors though partially in some cases. Baner-
jee et al. [22] present a specialized two-dimensional dis-
crete cosine transform circuit where computations that are
more important have a lower critical path delay than the
rest. Thus the chance of timing errors happening in the
important computations is lower than the rest.

George et al. [2] present a biased voltage scaling
(BIVOS) for probabilistic ripple carry adders under the
assumption that error sources (e.g., thermal noise) are uni-
formly random in time and space. The claim was that a
geometric scaling of the probability of error at each bit
position across an adder results in lower average error for
the same energy consumption when compared to a uniform
scaling of probability of error. The modeling and analy-
sis in [2] built on the result shown by Cheemalavagu et
al. [23] which described a “probabilistic CMOS” switch
and the direct relationship between the supply voltage (en-
ergy consumption) and the probability of error. In such a
probabilistic gate, an error at the output of the gate occurs
based only on its supply voltage. Therefore, to establish a
supply voltage allocation scheme, a geometric scaling of
probability was introduced by utilizing the exact relation-
ship between the probability of error and the supply voltage
of a building block (in their case it was a full adder). This
scheme cannot be directly applied to approximate circuits
because there is no straightforward relationship between
probability of error at a given bit position and its supply
voltage. Therefore it is not trivial to determine a supply
voltage scheme from a required scaling of probability of
errors across bit positions.

The primary distinctions between the previous ap-
proaches and our target problem in this paper are that we

(i) present a rigorous mathematical model for the output
error and energy consumption of an approximate RCA and
also (ii) present a circuit level optimization methodology
for multiple supply voltages. The prior approaches, on
the other hand, have either been ad-hoc circuit level ap-
proaches or algorithmic level optimizations (altering the
algorithm being executed).

6 RCA Delay Assumptions
In this section, we explain some basic assumptions on the
variables that are related to propagation delay of gates and
timing that we use in this paper.

We need to clarify some concepts about variables re-
lated to propagation delay and timing that we use in this
paper because the technique of “approximate circuits” is,
relatively, a novel circuit design technique. Before the
conception of Probabilistic CMOS (PCMOS) by Palem
et al. [24, 25, 26], four of the major VLSI circuit design
techniques were digital VLSI design, asynchronous VLSI
design, analog VLSI design and radio frequency VLSI
design. In digital design, if we consider a certain circuit,
the circuit designer can choose to ignore the intermediate
results that the circuit produces as long as the final output
of the circuit when the output is read at the end of the clock
cycle is correct. But approximate circuits are overclocked,
which means that the intermediate values can no longer be
ignored. Also, similar to the case of asynchronous logic
design, in approximate circuits the consideration of worst-
case vs. average-case vs. best-case propagation delays
of an approximate circuit is important to properly char-
acterize the output error of the circuit. When we refer to
worst-case or average-case or best-case propagation delay
of a circuit, we consider the variation in the propagation
delay of the circuit for different input transitions in our
simulations at a given fixed supply voltage. There are
many other factors that affect the propagation delay such
as temperature and process variations. For the simulations
done in this paper we consider that these factors do not
change spatially or temporally. Also, for the purpose of
this paper, we consider only worst-case errors at all places.
To clarify, worst-case delay of a gate is characterized for
various values of supply voltages. For example, in this
paper we compute worst-case delays for N� D 40 equally
spaced supply voltage levels between �min D 0:8V and
�max D 1:2V for 90nm technology. At this point, we have
not modeled the effect on the output error of an approxi-
mate adder if average-case or best-case propagation delays
are used. Instead, we start with an analysis of approximate
RCAs assuming worst case delays. We do not have a for-
mal proof to show that average and best case delays have
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lower error rates; however, empirically we have found that
increasing the delay increases the errors in the adder at
least 98% of the time (see Section 13.4).

In the rest of this paper, we consider circuits which are
RCAs. Each gate in a particular RCA could potentially
(but not practically) be supplied with a different supply
voltage. As per the definition in Section 4, the worst-case
propagation delay (worst-case with respect to different in-
put combinations) of the kth gate at supply voltage �k is
denoted as �k.�k/. It has been shown by many independent
sources [27, 28] that the propagation delay of a gate is in-
versely proportional to its supply voltage. This relationship
was also used by Chakrapani et al. [3] in the modeling of
the effect of biased voltage scaling in an approximate ripple
carry adder. For our modeling, the values of propagation
delays of gates for a given supply voltage are measured
directly from HSPICE for our target technology. To relate
the two quantities we use the same relationship, that is,
�`.�`/ is inversely proportional to the supply voltage of
the `th gate, �`. From Section 4, we know that min-delay`
denotes the worst-case delay of the `th gate when the sup-
ply voltage is equal to �max and max-delay` denotes the
worst-case delay of the `th gate when the supply voltage is
equal to �min. Thus min-delay` � �`.�`/ � max-delay`.

For our error and energy modeling we assume for the
sake of simplicity that all the carry bits are zero when the
inputs are provided to the adder for each addition. In reality
the carry bits may retain values from the prior computa-
tions and therefore would not be reset to zero every time.
Further discussion about the effect of non-zero carry bits
on error and energy modeling is presented in Appendix A.

In addition to the above, we assume that the clock cycle
time chosen for overclocking (D) is never less than the
propagation delay of a single full adder.

In this section we have discussed the type of propagation
delays that we use in this paper. We have also described
our assumptions regarding the worst-case propagation de-
lay of each gate in the RCA circuits that we consider in
this paper.

7 Energy Modeling Assumptions
In this section we discuss the main assumptions we make
in this paper about our energy models.

The total energy consumption of a circuit consists of
two separate components, dynamic energy consumption
and static energy consumption. The dynamic energy con-
sumption constitutes the energy spent during the charging
and discharging of capacitive loads during logic changes.
The average dynamic energy consumed by a CMOS cir-
cuit thus depends on the number of logic changes which

is denoted by the switching activity of the adder circuit.
We define (see Section 4) the switching activity of gate `,
denoted as w`, as the average number of logic changes that
the `th gate undergoes in a single addition. w` for each
gate in the case of an RCA is approximately estimated as
the ratio of the number of logic changes of gate ` to the
total number (say A) of additions in a chosen benchmark.
Therefore,

w` D
Total number of toggles of gate `

A

To use our energy model to solve our target problem, we
need to represent the average dynamic energy consumption
(Edyn
`
.�`/) of a gate in terms of the worst-case propagation

delay (�`.�`/) of that gate.
From Section 4, �`.�`/ denotes the worst-case propa-

gation delay of the `th gate when its supply voltage is �`.
We compute the average dynamic energy consumption and
worst case propagation delays of all the gates in our pro-
cess technology through simulations. It is known that the
dynamic energy consumption of a gate is proportional to
the square of the input supply voltage and, as described
in Section 6, the propagation delay of a gate is inversely
proportional to its supply voltage. To represent Edyn

`
.�`/

in terms of �`.�`/ we use the curve-fit that the average
dynamic energy consumption of a gate is proportional to
the inverse square of its worst case propagation delay i.e.

E
dyn
`
.�`/ /

1

�2
`
.�`/
D `

1

�2
`
.�`/

(2)

where ` is the proportionality constant for the `th gate.
The proportionality constant, `, is dependent on the

process technology of the `th gate. ` is computed by tak-
ing the average, over several supply voltage levels, of the
product of the square of the worst-case (over all possible
input transitions) propagation delay and the switching en-
ergy consumption of the `th gate. Thus ` is computed for
the `th gate as follows

` D
1

Nv

N�X
iD1

�2` .�
i
`/ �E

dyn
`
.�i`/ (3)

where Nv is the number of various voltage levels that we
use to compute the average proportionality constant and
�i
`

is the i th (out of Nv) voltage supplied to the `th gate.
Thus, ` is computed separately for each type of gate.

For example, in the design of the RCA that we consider
there are two types of gates, XOR and MUX. An example
of computing the proportionality constant for the XOR
gate in 90nm technology is given in Example 1.

sec:energymodelassumptions
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Table 1: Propagation delay and average dynamic energy
per transition of an XOR gate in 90nm process technology
for various supply voltage values

�` E
dyn
`
.�`/

(femto-J)
�`.�`/

(pico-sec)
E

dyn
`
.�`/� �

2
`
.�`/

(10�35Jsec2)
0.8 8.63 46.89 1.90
0.9 11.18 41.61 1.94
1 14.30 37.93 2.06

1.1 17.71 35.26 2.20
1.2 21.65 33.33 2.41

1-bit FA
3

1-bit FA
2

1-bit FA
1

1-bit FA
0

a0 b0a1 b1a2 b2a3 b3

c0cout

s0s1s2s3

c1c2c3

Figure 1: Diagram of a 4-bit ripple carry adder

Example 1. Consider an XOR gate in our target 90nm
process technology. We will consider 5 specific voltages
for this example and compute the proportionality constant.
Refer to Table 1 for the values of worst-case propaga-
tion delay and average dynamic energy consumption per
transition for the different supply voltage values. The first
column shows the various supply voltage values. The last
column shows the product of the average dynamic energy
per transition and the square of the propagation delay
which denotes the proportionality constant, `, as per
Eq. 2. For our modeling and simulations, we take an aver-
age of the proportionality constant over various supply volt-
ages as shown in Eq. 3 and in this example the average
proportionality constant turns out to be 2:1 � 10�35Jsec2.

8 Error Model for an Approximate
RCA

In this section we first present a brief discussion of a ripple
carry adder. This is followed a description of the mathemat-
ical framework and the models that we use to characterize
the average error at the output of an approximate RCA.

8.1 Description of a ripple carry adder
A ripple carry adder (RCA) is the most basic adder design
that is typically considered. Consider an n-bit ripple carry
adder with inputs to the adder being denoted as a, b and c0,
where a and b are two n-bit binary numbers and c0 is the

MUX

ai bi

ai cici

0 1

sici+1

Figure 2: Diagram of a 1-bit full adder (1-bit FA)

Table 2: Maximum and minimum propagation delays of
the XOR gate and the MUX in 90nm technology

Gate min-delay` (pico-sec) max-delay` (pico-sec)
XOR 33:3 55:2

MUX 30:5 51:2

carry input bit to the full adder at the least significant bit
(LSB) position. The RCA is made up of a series of blocks
called full adders. Each full adder is a collection of logic
gates which adds two input bits and a carry input to pro-
duce a sum output and a carry output. This means that the
i th full adder adds the two input bits ai and bi (ai and bi
are the i th bits in a and b, see Section 4) and the carry input
ci to produce si , the i th sum bit, and ciC1, the .i C 1/th

carry bit. The sum of the adder is s D snsn�1sn�2 : : : s0.
This adder is called a ripple carry adder because the carry
ripples through the adder one full adder at a time from the
least significant bit to the most significant bit.

A diagram of a 4-bit ripple carry adder is shown in Fig. 1.
In the diagram, each full adder is shown as a single block
which is in fact a collection of logic gates. The logic dia-
gram for each full adder is shown in Fig. 2. We admit that
this might not be the best full adder design to optimize for
area or speed, but we use Fig. 2 nonetheless for its simplic-
ity. There are two types of gates present in the full adder
design shown in Fig. 2, an XOR-gate and a multiplexer
(MUX). We present the transistor level diagrams of these
gates that we use for our simulations in Appendix B. In this
paper, we will be using the delay values of these gates that
were computed from HSPICE simulations. The minimum
(for supply voltage of 0:8V) and maximum (for supply
voltage of 1:2V) delay values of the two types of gates in
Fig. 2 using 90nm technology are shown in Table 2.

Note that a single n-bit RCA based on Fig. 2 and Fig. 1
would have N D 3 � n gates. In general, we will use the
following indexing scheme in this paper to refer to a gate
in an RCA.

� The top XOR gate in the full adder in Fig. 2 that
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Figure 3: Diagram of a 3-bit RCA with all the gates in-
dexed

computes ak ˚ bk at position k would be referred to
using the index 3k C 1 where the n full adders in the
RCA are indexed by 0 � k � n � 1 according to bit
position (as shown in Fig. 1).

� The bottom XOR gate in the full adder as per Fig. 2
that computes the sum output, sk , at position k would
be referred to using the index 3k C 2.

� The one and only multiplexer in the full adder at posi-
tion k would be referred to using the index 3k C 3.

We demonstrate this indexing scheme in Example 2.

Example 2. An example of a 3-bit RCA at the gate level
is shown in Fig. 3. Consider the 1-bit FA at bit position ‘0’;
then, per the indexing scheme described in Section 8.1,
the top XOR gate that computes a0 ˚ b0 should be re-
ferred to by the index 3 � 0 C 1 D 1. Similarly, the
bottom XOR gate that computes the sum output bit (in this
case at position ‘0’) s0 should be referred to by the index
3 � 0C 2 D 2. The only multiplexer in the full adder at bit
position ‘0’ is referred to by the index 3 � 0C 3 D 3. The
indices for the other gates in Fig. 3 can also be deduced
by the same indexing scheme.

8.2 Modeling the error at the output of an
approximate RCA

In this section, we first present boolean logic functions we
use to represent the outputs of an RCA. Then we define
and describe carry chains in ripple carry adders. We then
describe the effect of carry chains on error at the output
of an approximate ripple carry adder. We also present the
behavior of errors at the output of an overclocked RCA
in the presence of a carry chain. We then describe the
procedure that we follow to characterize the time, denoted
as dpr (see Section 4), it takes for a specific sum bit in an

0 1 1

0 0 1

0

0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

1 0 00 0 0 0 0

input a

input b

sum

i=2j=6position 37 5 4 1 0

Figure 4: An example of a carry chain in a binary addition
using an RCA

RCA to be correctly computed. We describe a mathemati-
cal formulation for the error function modeling the error at
the output of an approximate RCA.

8.2.1 RCA logic

In this subsection we present one set of (from among many)
boolean logic functions of binary addition with respect to
an RCA. We will also discuss the effect of a carry chain
on the outputs of an RCA.

We consider n-bit RCAs for some n. Numbers to be
added will be in the range 0; : : : ; 2n � 1 and will have the
standard binary representation. In this paper, we will show
our procedure for modeling and analysis of only unsigned
ripple carry adders. We agree that many applications re-
quire handling of signed numbers as well, typically in 2’s
complement format. But because typical 2’s complement
adders utilize an unsigned adder to propagate the carry
bits with additional circuitry around them to handle the
sign, it appears reasonable to analyze errors due to carry
propagation in an unsigned adder as an initial step.

Consider the addition of two n-bit numbers a and b in an
n-bit RCA, resulting in an .nC 1/-bit number, consisting
of s D snsn�1 : : : s0. Thus sum s is computed in an RCA
as sk D ak ˚ bk ˚ ck for 0 � k � n � 1. The sequence
of carries c is computed as follows. c0 is input (and is zero
for addition) while ckC1 D .ak˚bk/ �ckC .ak ˚ bk/ �ak
for 0 � k � n � 1. Note that we have yet to define sn;
in fact, the last sum bit sn is defined as being equal to the
carry bit cn.

8.2.2 Carry chains in ripple carry adders

In this section, we discuss carry chains in the context of an
RCA.

We repeat the definition of a carry chain as described
in Section 4. Given an n-bit RCA and two specific
n-bit binary numbers a D an�1an�2 : : : a0 and b D
bn�1bn�2 : : : b0 as inputs to the RCA, define ax D

ax
na

x
n�1a

x
n�2 : : : a

x
0 and bx D bx

nb
x
n�1b

x
n�2 : : : b

x
0 where

ax
i D ai ; b

x
i D bi for 0 � i � n � 1 and ax

n D bx
n D 0.
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input a
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Figure 5: An example of two contiguous carry chains in a
binary addition using an RCA

A carry chain is said to be present in the n-bit RCA with
inputs a and b from position i to position j if and only if

� ax
i D b

x
i D 1. This case is referred to as the genera-

tion of a carry.

� ax
w ¤ b

x
w . This case is referred to as the propagation

of a carry.

� ax
j D b

x
j . If ax

j D 0, the carry is said to be killed and
if ax

j D 1 another carry is said to be generated. In
both the cases the carry chain that was generated at
position i ends at position j .

where 0 � i < w < j � n (or, if j D i C 1,
0 � i < j � n and i ¤ n � 1).

The reason for the definition of ax and bx is that we have
to take into account the carry output of the full adder at
the Most Significant Bit (MSB) position since this ca rry
output is the MSB of the sum. Therefore there might be a
situation where a carry that is generated at position i (for
0 � i � n � 2) is killed at position n � 1 because there is
no full adder to propagate after that. The above definition
captures this effect.

In general, if there is a carry chain from i to j , we will
set a boolean variable Cij .a;b/ to 1—see definition of
Cij .a;b/ in Section 4. And for a carry chain from position
i to position j , we have si D 0˚ ci ; ck D 1 and sk D 0,
for k 2 fi C 1; : : : ; j � 1g; and cj D 1, sj D 1, and
cjC1 D aj (D bj ). Thus, if we know that there is a carry
chain from position i to position j , we can easily deter-
mine the correct sum bits from position .i C 1/ to position
j , i.e., siC1 D siC2 D � � � D sj�1 D 0 and sj D 1.

In a ripple carry adder, e.g., with a design as described
in Section 8.1, in the worst-case the carry propagates from
the lowest significant bit position to the most significant
bit position.

Example 3. An example of a carry chain in a binary addi-
tion using an RCA is shown in Fig. 4. As is denoted in the
figure, the carry chain starts from position i D 2 and ends
at position j D 6, and therefore we will say that there is

a carry chain from 2 to 6 and will also denote C26 D 1.
The outputs of the RCA, the sum bits, are shown in Fig. 4.
As described earlier in this section, the correct sum bits
between position 3 and 6 are fixed based on the fact that
there is a carry chain from position 2 and 6.

Definition 1. Consider an n-bit addition with inputs a and
b. If there exists two carry chains such that Cij .a;b/ D 1
and Cxy.a;b/ D 1, then these carry chains are said to
overlap if and only if i � x < j � y.

The case shown in Example 3 has a single carry chain
across the entire 8-bit addition. While technically there
can be more than one carry chain in a single addition, the
carry chains cannot overlap (as per Definition 1) over each
other in any case. We show this observation to be true in
Observation 1.

Observation 1. Consider an n-bit addition with inputs
a and b. As per the definition of a carry chain in Sec-
tion 4, two carry chains cannot overlap. Specifically there
cannot exist Cij .a;b/ D 1 and Cxy.a;b/ D 1 such that
i � x < j � y.

Proof. We will prove this using the method of contradic-
tion.

From Section 4, Cij .a;b/ D 1 in an n-bit RCA if and
only if

� ax
i D b

x
i D 1.

� ax
w ¤ b

x
w .

� ax
j D b

x
j .

where 0 � i < w < j � n (or, if j D i C 1,
0 � i < j � n and i ¤ n � 1).

Assume that Cij .a;b/ D 1 and Cxy.a;b/ D 1 in the
same n-bit addition such that i � x < j � y. From the
definition, if Cij .a;b/ D 1 then for all 0 � i < w <

j � n it is known that ax
w ¤ ax

w . But if Cxy.a;b/ D 1,
then we know from the definition of the carry chain that
ax
x D b

x
x D 1. But from our assumption the carry chains

are such that i � x < j . Consider the case where w D x.
This results in a contradiction because if Cij .a;b/ D 1

then ax
w ¤ b

x
w but if Cxy.a;b/ D 1 then ax

w D b
x
w .

Hence the observation holds.

Also in Example 3, the carry chain that started at
position i D 2 was killed at position j D 6 where
a6 D b6 D 0. But as described in the definition of a
carry chain, it could also have been killed if aj D bj D 1.
We clarify these points in Example 4.
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Figure 6: An example to demonstrate that in an RCA it is
possible that by increasing the supply voltages the accuracy
of the sum is decreased.

Example 4. An example of two contiguous carry chains in
a binary addition using an RCA is shown in Fig. 5. In this
case the first carry chain starts at position 2 and is killed
at position 4. But because a4 D b4 D 1 another carry
chain is generated at position 4 which is killed at position 6.
Thus in this case both C24.a;b/ D 1 and C46.a;b/ D 1.
This shows that even though c2 D 1, c3 D 1, c4 D 1 and
c5 D 1, it actually consists of two separate carry chains.
Also as described in the definition of a carry chain, even a
position that generates a new carry chain can also kill a
previous carry chain. Furthermore, as per the definition of
a carry chain, multiple carry chains can exist in a single
addition but cannot overlap. This is clearly shown by the
directed arrows in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

8.2.3 The relationship between RCA carry chains
and overclocking errors

As mentioned in Section 6, we assume that the clock cycle
time (D) of an adder is never lower than the worst-case
propagation delay of a single full adder with all gates sup-
plied �min. Considering an approximate RCA, this would
imply that there would be a possibility of error at the output
of an RCA only if there is propagation of carry. Because
if there is no propagation of carry, the clock cycle time is
sufficient for the full adders to compute the sum outputs
of the RCA. Stated in a different way, there may be an
error at the output only if there are carry chains in the
approximate RCA. Note that this is true only if we assume
that the temporary values of all the carry bits in the adder
are zeros at the beginning of the addition. As explained in
Section 6, in this paper we assume that that all the carry
bits are zero when the inputs are provided to the adder for
each addition.

Hence in developing an error model for an approximate

RCA we will consider the behavior of error at the output
of an RCA in the presence of carry chains.

We will now describe a point which is worth noting
about RCA error with respect to a carry chain. The point is
that in general [3, 4], it has been assumed that to increase
the output accuracy of an overclocked RCA the supply
voltage(s) of the gates in the circuit of the RCA should
be increased which in turn results in increasing the energy
consumption of the circuit of the RCA. However, due to
overclocking in the presence of a carry chain, increasing
the voltage provided to the components of the RCA may
also result in decreasing the accuracy of the sum read from
the RCA in some cases. An example of such a case is
presented in Example 5.

Example 5. Consider a 5-bit ripple carry adder (RCA)
adding 01111 and 01001. The gate-level design of the
RCA is described in Section 8.1. Consider the carry chain
from position 0 till position 3 as shown in Fig. 6. For the
sake of this example, we will assume that all the full adders
in the RCA have the same propagation delays. We are
excluding the cases where the propagation delays change
because of random variations and also different input
transitions and hence are assuming that the propagation
delays are exact. Also define s.t/, just for this example, to
denote the binary sum output of the 5-bit RCA at the t th

instant, where t ranges from 0 (which denotes the output
before the inputs were given to the adder) till the correct
output is computed where each subsequent step denotes
a change in the sum output. Then the computed value
of s starts with the initial value of s.0/ D 000000 (output
value 0), consecutively becomes s.1/ D 000110 (output
value 6), s.2/ D 010100 (output value 20), s.3/ D 010000
(output value 16), and s.4/ D 011000 (output value 24).
As the correct sum is 24, the consecutive errors at t D
1 to 4 are 18, 4, 8, and 0. So, assuming some specified
overclocked clock cycle time, if the voltage supplied al-
lowed the reading of s.3/, the resulting error would be 8.
In contrast, if the voltage supplied were lower, allowing
only the reading of s.2/ with the same overclocking, the
resulting error would be only 4.

In this subsection we discussed the behavior of errors
in an RCA due to overclocking in the presence of carry
chains. We also show using an example the output error
of an approximate RCA might increase when the supply
voltage(s) of the RCA is(are) increased.

8.2.4 Critical path of a sum bit in a carry chain of an
RCA

In this subsection we define and discuss the critical path
(referred to as the sum path) of a particular sum bit in the

12
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Figure 7: Diagram of an n-bit ripple carry adder to describe the modeling of the critical path of a sum bit in a carry
chain

middle of a carry chain in an RCA.
We call the longest delay path with respect to a particu-

lar sum bit sk as the "sum path for sk ." In an RCA, the sum
path for bit sk is the series of gates in the RCA which con-
stitutes the longest delay path, assuming worst-case gate
delays. This path is essential in computing whether there is
enough time to always compute correctly a particular sum
bit sk . Of course, the true critical path for sum sk depends
on inputs a and b; however, the result is that any true criti-
cal path–whose delay exceeds that of a single FA–comes
from a prior bit position: for sk , then, the true critical path
given inputs a and b will come from bit position i where
i < k. To capture all such possibilities, we define dik to
be the time between the correct computation of sum bit
sk and the time when the inputs are provided to the RCA
circuit thus triggering a true critical path for sk starting
from bit i . Inputs a and b are provided to the RCA at some
time tin. Let tk be the time when the correct value of sk is
generated (assuming worst-case delays of all gates). Then
dik D tk � tin. For the special case when the carry chain
is from i to j D n, tj is the time instant when carry cn is
generated. d denotes the .nC 1/ � .nC 1/ matrix of all
dik , 0 � i < k � n. Properly speaking, d for a particular
RCA in a particular technology is a function of the critical
paths of the sum bits of the RCA, �i for each gate i in
any critical path of any sum bit, and �i .�i /; however, for
brevity, in this paper we will simply refer to d without
specifying all the input values on which d depends.

Example 6. Consider an n-bit ripple carry adder, shown
in Fig. 7, based on the gate level description described
in Section 8.1. Assume that Cij .a;b/ D 1. In this adder,
dik in the worst-case would be the sum of propagation
delays of the top XOR gate in the full adder (referring to
Fig. 2) at position i , MUX gates of the full adders from
position i C 1 to position k � 1 and the bottom XOR gate

in the full adder (referring to Fig. 2) at position k. This is
the “sum path of bit sk” assuming that Cij .a;b/ D 1.

The “sum path of a bit” in an RCA is further clarified
through Example 7.

Example 7. Consider the 3-bit ripple carry adder shown in
Fig. 8 based on the gate level model of an RCA described
in Section 8.1. Assume that the inputs are such that there
is a carry chain from position 0 to position 2. One instance
of such inputs are a D 011, b D 001 and c0 D 0. For this
instance, a carry bit of 1 is generated at position 0, is prop-
agated through position 1 and is killed at position 2. For
this scenario, d02 D t2�tin, where t2 (defined in Section 4)
is the time when the correct s2 is generated. Assuming
worst-case gate delays, d02 would be equal to the sum of
worst-case propagation delays of GATE-1 (where GATE-k
denotes the gate with the number k inside it), GATE-3,
GATE-6 and GATE-8. The critical path corresponding to
d02 is shown in Fig. 8 as a dotted line from bit position 0
to the sum output in bit position 2. This means that in the
worst case, d02 D �1.�1/C�3.�3/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/. For
our target technology, considering maximum supply volt-
ages for all the gates, i.e., �1 D �3 D �6 D �8 D 1:2V ,
we get d02 D 33:3 ps C30:5 ps C30:5 ps C33:3 ps
D 127:6 ps.

With calculations similar to d02, we find that

d D

0BB@
� 97.1 ps 127.6 ps 124.8 ps
� � 97.1 ps 94.3 ps
� � � �

� � � �

1CCA

We presented a description of the critical path delay of a
sum bit in a carry chain in terms of the propagation delays
of the gates in an RCA.
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Figure 8: Gate level diagram of a 3-bit ripple carry adder showing the sum path for bit s2

8.2.5 RCA error based on an analysis of carry chain
errors

In this subsection, we will develop a function for the error
at the output of an overclocked RCA. We define the error
at the output of the RCA as a function of a, b, the topology
of the RCA, �k.�k/ and D.

The circuit of an RCA is built of gates. The RCA is
given time D for each addition.

The sum outputs are read at time tin C D, with D in-
dependent of the inputs. Due to overclocking, which we
assume, the sum actually read, sa, may be different from
s D aC b. We now proceed to characterize the absolute
magnitude of the error j sa � s j. We define an indicator
function as follows:

Ik.a;b;d;D/ D

‚
1

if 9 i; j such that Cij .a;b/ D 1;
i < k < j and dik > D

�1
if 9 i; j such that Cij .a;b/ D 1;
i < k D j and dik > D

0 otherwise.
(4)

If k is in some carry chain and the correct sum is 0 but
a sum bit of 1 is read, then there is positive error and thus
Ik D 1. If the correct sum of a bit in a carry chain is 1 and
a 0 is read, then Ik D �1, indicating negative error. If the
correct value of the sum bit in a carry chain is read or if
the sum bit is not in a carry chain at all, then there is no
error and thus Ik D 0. Our approach to apply the indicator
function to indicate presence of a positive or negative error

0 1 1

0 0 1

0

0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

1 0 00 0 0 0 0

input a

input b

sum

i=2j=6position 37 5 4 1 0

Figure 9: An example of a carry chain in a binary addition
using an RCA

at a particular bit position is demonstrated in Example 8.

Example 8. Consider the 8-bit addition being performed
in Fig. 4, repeated here as Fig. 9 for convenience. Let us
apply the definition of the indicator function to this addition,
assuming an 8-bit ripple carry adder based on the ripple
carry adder described in Section 8.1 . Considering �max

to be supplied to all the gates, the delays of the gates are
given in Table 2 in Section 8.1. For this example, let us
assume that the clock cycle time, D, is 130ps. We then
calculate d using the method described in Section 8.2.4.
For the purpose of this addition, because there is only
one carry chain, C26.a D 44;b D 20/ D 1, we will only
compute the following: d23 D 97:1ps, d24 D 127:6ps,
d25 D 158:1ps and d26 D 188:6ps. Using the values of
d and D D 130ps, we can compute Ik.44; 20;d; 130ps/
for 0 � k � n as shown in Eq. 4.

� k D 0: There is no i; j such that Cij .44; 20/ D
1 and 0 � i < k � j . Therefore
I0.44; 20;d; 130 ps/ D 0.

� k D 1: There is no i; j such that Cij .44; 20/ D
1 and 0 � i < k � j . Therefore
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I1.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

� k D 2: From the definition of a carry chain in Sec-
tion 4, we know that C26.44; 20/ D 1, but k D 2

does not satisfy 0 � i < k � j . Therefore
I2.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

� k D 3: We know that C26.44; 20/ D 1 and for k D 3
it satisfies 0 � i < k < j . But d23 D 97:1ps
� D D 130ps, therefore I3.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

� k D 4: We know that C26.44; 20/ D 1 and for k D 4
it satisfies 0 � i < k < j . But d24 D 127:6ps
� D D 130ps, therefore I4.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

� k D 5: We know that C26.44; 20/ D 1 and for k D 5
it satisfies 0 � i < k < j . Also d25 D 158:1ps
> D D 130ps, therefore as per the first line of the
indicator function in Eq. 4, I5.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 1.

� k D 6: We know that C26.44; 20/ D 1 and for k D 6
it satisfies 0 � i < k D j . Also d26 D 188:6ps
> D D 130ps, therefore as per the second line of the
indicator function in Eq. 4, I6.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D
�1.

� k D 7: There is no i; j such that Cij .44; 20/ D
1 and 0 � i < k � j . Therefore
I7.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

� k D 8: There is no i; j such that Cij .44; 20/ D
1 and 0 � i < k � j . Therefore
I8.44; 20;d; 130ps/ D 0.

The indicator function is now used to develop a func-
tion to compute the error at the output of an approximate
RCA. Er.D; a;b;d/ Dj

Pn
kD0.s

a
k
� sk/2

k j is the error
introduced during the computation, assuming non-varying
deterministic worst-case delays.

Theorem 1.

Er.D; a;b;d/ D
nX
kD0

Ik.a;b;d;D/2k : (5)

Proof. To prove the theorem, we will describe the three
cases of the definition of Ik.a;b;d;D/, as given in Eq. 4,
which is used in the right hand side of Eq. 5.

1. Consider the first line in the right hand side of Eq. 4.
This is the case where the correct ck has not been com-
puted by timeD because dik > D. Here, ck D 1 and
ak ˚ bk D 1 because we know that Cij .a;b/ D 1

and i < k < j . So, sk D 0 but the correct ck

has not been computed by time D and thus sa
k
D 1.

Therefore, the error at bit position k contributed
.sa
k
� sk/2

k D .1 � 0/2k D Ik.a;b;d;D/2k to the
total error.

2. Consider the second line in the right hand side of
Eq. 4. In this situation the correct cj (because k D j )
has not been computed by time D because dij > D.
Here cj D 1 and either aj D bj D 0 or aj D bj D 1
because we know that Cij .a;b/ D 1 and k D j . So,
sj D 1 but the correct cj has not been computed by
time D and thus sa

j D 0. Therefore, the error at bit
position j contributed .sa

j � sj /2
j D .0 � 1/2j D

Ij .a;b;d;D/2j to the total error.

3. Consider the third line in the right hand side of Eq. 4.
This is the case where there is no error at the output
of the adder. We have two situations in which there is
no error.1

(a) The first situation is when the particular bit-
position is in a carry chain but the correct ck has
been computed by time D because dik � D.
Therefore Cij .a;b/ D 1 and i < k � j . This
means that sa

k
D sk . Therefore there was no

error at k and 0 D Ik.a;b;d;D/2k .

(b) The second situation is when the particular bit
position is not in a carry chain. As we men-
tioned in Section 6, the clock cycle time is at
least greater than any possible delay of a single
full adder. So if the particular full adder is not in
a carry chain then there would not be any error
at that position. Therefore, there are no i and
j for which Cij .a;b/ D 1 and i < k � j . So,
ck D 0. Therefore there was no error at k and
0 D Ik.a;b;d;D/2k .

8.2.6 Summary of Subsection 8.2

The goal of Subsection 8.2 is to develop a function for the
error at the output of an approximate RCA. To do this, we
first describe boolean logic functions for the bits computed
in an RCA. We then describe the reason that, given our
assumptions, errors at the RCA output occur only in the
presence of carry chains. We also describe how the outputs
of an RCA are affected in the presence of a carry chain.

1The case where k D 0 comes under this case because there is no
error at this position since it is assumed thatD is always greater than or
equal to the worst-case delay of a single full adder. Hence there is no
situation in which there could be an error at this position.
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Also, we show using a couple of examples the behavior of
RCA error due to overclocking in a carry chain. We then
describe a sample computation of the critical path delay
of a sum output of an RCA. The function for the error
at the output of an approximate RCA is computed using
the critical path delay of a sum output in the form of an
indicator function.

In this section, we have described an RCA design and
have characterized the associated delays and errors in the
presence of overclocking. Most importantly, we have de-
fined an indicator function able to calculate error given
a particular input and our assumptions regarding circuit
operation.

9 Efficient Evaluation of Average
Error of an Approximate RCA

In this section, we describe our approach to compute the
average of the error at the output of an approximate RCA
over a candidate set of inputs. We then present the tech-
nique that we follow to efficiently compute this average
error. We also describe the constraints that we pose on our
target problem.

Theorem 1 (Eq. 5) gives Er.D; a;b;d/ which is the er-
ror at the output of the target RCA for two specific inputs.
The average of this error over all possible inputs is

Eravg.D;d/ D avg
0�a;b�2n�1

Er.D; a;b;d/: (6)

where a, b, d and D are defined in Section 4.

Eq. 6 is a sum of 22n terms, which is not feasible to
compute in a straightforward manner for large n. We will
now transform the expression in Eq. 6 into a form that can
be computed in O.n2/ operations.

Recall that an error can occur only if there is a carry
chain in the computation. We then note that the total error
in a computation is the sum of the errors (if any) in the
individual carry chains. The error introduced by a carry
chain from i to j (therefore Cij D 1) is

Ercc.D; i; j; d/ D
jX

kDiC1

.sa
k � sk/2

k

D

jX
kDiC1

I cc
k .D; i; j; d/2

k (7)

where

I cc
k .D; i; j; d/ D

�
1 if i < k < j and dik > D
�1 if i < k D j and dik > D
0 otherwise.

(8)
From Section 8.2.5, we know that the indicator function

Ik depends on D; a;b and d. Looking at Eq. 4, we can see
that in the definition of Ik.a;b;d;D/ we use the variables
a and b to determine whether there is a carry chain around
position k. In contrast to Eq. 4, in Eq. 8, we assume that
Cij D 1 for i < k � j . (note that this can be satisfied for
many different input pairs). Therefore we do not need a;b
as inputs to I cc

k
.D; i; j; d/; we only need i; j with a carry

chain from i to j .

Theorem 2.

Er.D; a;b;d/ D
X

all i;j for which Cij .a;b/D1

Ercc.D; i; j; d/

Proof. Consider an n-bit addition. Let there be ˛ carry
chains in the addition, where 0 � ˛ � n � 1.2

We know from Theorem 1 that there could be an error
at the output of an addition only if there is a carry chain.
Therefore, for the case when ˛ D 0, there is no error.
If ˛ D 0 that means there does not exist i; j such that
Cij .a;b/ D 1. Hence the theorem holds for ˛ D 0.

Consider ˛ ¤ 0. Let the xth carry chain start from posi-
tion ix and be killed at position j x . From Theorem 1, we
know that

Er.D; a;b;d/ D
nX
kD0

Ik.a;b;d;D/2k (9)

If we expand the right hand side of Eq. 9, we get

Er.D; a;b;d/ D I020 C I121 C � � � C In�12n�1 C In2n
(10)

where each Ik , for 0 � k � n, is dependent on a;b;d and
D.

As Ik.a;b;d;D/ D 0 if there is no carry chain, we can
group the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 10 into groups
of carry chains. This is possible since we have shown in
Observation 1 that carry chains cannot overlap in the same
addition.

Er.D; a;b;d/ D
�
I.i1C1/2

i1
C � � � C Ij12

j1
�
C � � �C�

I.i˛C1/2
i˛
C � � � C Ij˛2

j˛
�

(11)

2For example, if ˛ D 0 then that means there is no carry being
propagated in the entire addition. The other extreme case would be if
˛ D n� 1 which would happen if a D b D 2n � 1.
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where carry chain 1 is generated at i1 and killed at j 1 and
carry chain ˛ is generated at i˛ and killed at j ˛ .

Observing Ik.a;b;d;D/ from Eq. 4 and I cc
k
.D; i; j; d/

from Eq. 8, we can conclude that Ik.a;b;d;D/ D
I cc
k
.D; i; j; d/ if Cij .a;b/ D 1.

Therefore from Eq. 11 and Eq. 7

Er.D; a;b;d/ D
�
I cc
.i1C1/

2i
1

C � � � C I cc
j1
2j
1
�
C � � �C�

I cc
.i˛C1/2

i˛
C � � � C I cc

j˛2
j˛
�

(12)

Substituting Eq. 7 in Eq. 12 we get the following:

Er.D; a;b;d/ D Ercc.D; i
1; j 1;d/C � � �C

Ercc.D; i
˛; j ˛;d/ (13)

Hence the theorem holds.

One way to compute the average total error at the output
of an adder is by summing the errors of all possible carry
chains weighted by the probability of their occurrence.

Eravg.D;d/ D
X

0�i<j�n

pijErcc.D; i; j; d/; (14)

where pij is the probability that there exists a carry chain
from i to j . Thus, the average total error is evaluated by
computing and adding n.n C 1/=2 (see Observation 2)
terms only.

Observation 2. Consider an n-bit addition with inputs a
and b. The total number of different types of carry chains
that can exist in an n-bit addition is n.nC 1/=2.

Proof. Consider an n-bit addition. From the definition of
a carry chain from Section 4, the number of carry chains
that could start from each position are as follows.

� A carry chain that starts at position 0, could end at po-
sition 1, position 2, position 3, : : :, position n. There-
fore there are n carry chains that start at position 0.

� A carry chain that starts at position 1, could end at
position 2, position 3, : : :, position n. Therefore there
are n � 1 carry chains that start at position 1.

� : : :

� A carry chain that starts at position n � 2, could only
end at position n � 1. Therefore there is only one
carry chain that starts at position n � 2.

� A carry chain cannot start at position n � 1.

By summing the number of carry chains starting from
various positions we get,

Total number of carry chains D nC.n�1/C.n�2/C� � �C1
(15)

The right hand side of Eq. 15 is an arithmetic progres-
sion whose total is n.nC 1/=2.

Hence the observation holds.

The probabilities pij can be computed given the distribu-
tions of the inputs a and b. Here we will assume a uniform
distribution, that is, ai and bi , for all 0 � i < n, are each 0
or 1 with probability 1

2
. Based on the definition of a carry

chain from Section 4, for a carry chain to be present from
position i to position j the following conditions have to
be satisfied when j ¤ i C 1.

� ai D bi D 1. Probability of ai D bi D 1 is
1
2
�
1
2
D
�
1
2

�2
D

1
4

� aw ¤ bw . Probability of aw ¤ bw is equal to
P.aw D 0 and bw D 1/C P.aw D 1 and bw D 0/.
This is equal to

�
1
2
�
1
2

�
C
�
1
2
�
1
2

�
D

1
2

.

� aj D bj . Probability of aj D bj is equal to
P.aj D 0 and bj D 0/ C P.aj D 1 and bj D 1/.
This is equal to

�
1
2
�
1
2

�
C
�
1
2
�
1
2

�
D

1
2

.

Therefore pij is the product of probabilities of all the
three conditions i.e.,

pij D P.ai D bi D 1/ � P.aw ¤ bw/ � P.aj D bj /

D

�
1

2

�2
�

 
j�1Y

wDiC1

1

2

!
�
1

2

D

�
1

2

�j�iC2
where j ¤ i C 1.

The probability of a carry chain to be present from posi-
tion i to position j when j D i C 1 is

pij D P.ai D bi D 1/ � P.aj D bj /

D

�
1

2

�2
�
1

2

D

�
1

2

�3
The above method calculates the probability that there

exists a carry chain if the input distribution is uniform. In
real world applications, this might not be true. Therefore,
if the knowledge about the probability distribution of the
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actual inputs is known then that could be used instead of
using P.ai D 0/ D P.bi D 0/ D P.ai D 1/ D P.bi D
1/ D 1

2
. If the case is such that instead of the probability

distribution we have a candidate input benchmark, then
the probability distribution could be computed using the
benchmark. This would require only one pass through the
entire candidate set of inputs which is an O.n/ operation.
In this paper, we will leave the case of non-uniform input
bits for future work.

In this section we discussed our approach to efficiently
computing the average error of an approximate RCA. We
also presented the constraints that we pose on our target
problem.

10 Energy Consumption Models
In this section, we first describe an energy model to esti-
mate energy consumption for a CMOS circuit of an RCA.
We then describe our approach to extend the energy model
of an RCA to estimate the energy consumption of an ap-
proximate RCA for solving our target problem.

10.1 Energy model for an RCA
In this subsection we will discuss an energy model for an
RCA.

The total energy consumption in an RCA consists of
two separate components, the dynamic energy consump-
tion and the static energy consumption. The dynamic
energy consumption constitutes the energy spent during
the charging and discharging of capacitive loads during
logic changes. The average dynamic energy consumed
by a CMOS circuit thus depends on the number of logic
changes which is denoted by the switching activity of the
adder circuit. The switching activity of gate `, denoted as
w`, is the average number of logic changes that gate under-
goes in a single addition. w` is approximately estimated
as the ratio of the number of logic changes of gate ` to the
total number (say A) of additions.

To estimate the dynamic energy consumption at the gate
level of a CMOS circuit of an RCA, we use the following:

Edyn
D

NX
`D1

E
dyn
`
.�`/w` (16)

where Edyn
`
.�`/ is the dynamic energy consumption of the

`th gate being operated at supply voltage �`, w` is the av-
erage switching activity of the `th gate in a single clock
cycle (assuming a non-pipelined adder) and N is the total
number of gates in the RCA.

The total energy consumption also includes the static
energy consumption. The static energy consumption in
a CMOS circuit is due to the leakage current between
different nodes in a transistor when the transistor is not
switching. In general we assume that the leakage current
does not change over time and hence static energy con-
sumption of a CMOS circuit per clock cycle is estimated
to be a linear function of the clock cycle time. To estimate
static energy consumption we use the following model:

Estat
D

NX
`D1

P stat
` .�`/D (17)

where P stat
`
.�`/ is the static power consumption of the `th

gate being operated at supply voltage �` andD is the clock
cycle time of the circuit.

Therefore, the total energy consumption is the sum of
both the dynamic energy consumption and the static energy
consumption given by the following:

E D

NX
`D1

�
E

dyn
`
.�`/w` C P

stat
` .�`/D

�
(18)

10.2 Energy model for an approximate
RCA

In this subsection we will present our approach to model
energy consumption of an approximate RCA by extending
the energy model for an RCA discussed in Section 10.1.

The total energy consumption of an RCA as described
in Eq. 18 is the following:

E D

NX
`D1

�
E

dyn
`
.�`/w` C P

stat
` .�`/D

�
For an approximate RCA, Eq. 18 may be used if we find

the switching activities for the gates under overclocking.
As described in Section 8.2, due to overclocking the sum
actually read might be different from the correct sum. The
fact of whether at a given bit position the correct sum bit
is computed in time or not is modeled using the indicator
function in Eq. 4 in Section 8.2.5. We will use a simi-
lar model of an indicator function to check if a particular
gate in the RCA had a logic change within the clock cycle
time and, based on that, re-evaluate (reduce) the switching
activity to reflect this.

Consider an n-bit approximate RCA. Assume a carry
chain starting from position i and ending at position j .
Define an indicator function for computing the energy con-
sumption as follows:
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I E
k .D; i; j; d/ D

(
1 if i < k � j and dik > D
0 otherwise.

(19)

Based on the gate level design of the ripple carry adder
described in Section 8.1, we assume that in correct compu-
tation, soon after the inputs are provided to the adder all
the sum bits are initially computed with all the carry bits
as 0.3 We discuss the effect of non-zero carry bits on the
energy modeling in Appendix A.

As the adder is computing, all the gates might switch
(probably more than once) before the correct carry inputs
are computed at each position. Looking at the design of
an RCA described in Section 8.1 we can conclude that
once the correct carry bit arrives at the input of a full adder
then the bottom XOR gate (that computes the sum output)
and the the MUX (that computes the carry output) switch
once again. This is because of our assumption that all
the carry bits are zero to begin with. Therefore, if there
is supposed to be a carry input of one at a particular full
adder and because of overclocking the correct carry in-
put is not computed within the clock cycle time, then the
XOR gate and the MUX gate do not switch for the last
time. That means, in a single addition assuming Cij D 1,
if I E

k
.D; i; j; d/ D 1, then the number of toggles at the

XOR gate and the MUX gate is one less than what they are
supposed to be if the adder is not overclocked.

Here we only need to consider the effect of a single
carry chain at a particular bit position because multiple
carry chains cannot overlap as per Observation 1 in Sec-
tion 8.2.2. A carry chain starting from position i to position
j occurs with a probability of pij .

We also know from the definition of switching activities
in Section 4 that

w` D
Total number of toggles of gate `

A

where 1 � ` � N . Here we are using the indexing scheme
that we defined in Section 8.1.

But if I E
k
.D; i; j; d/ D 1 then the number of toggles

at gate `, where ` D 3k C 2 or ` D 3k C 3 (using the
indexing scheme defined in Section 8.1), decreases by 1 for
one addition. Since a carry chain generated from position
i and killed at position j occurs with a probability of pij ,
there would be pij �A additions (among A additions) with
Cij D 1. Since the clock cycle time and supply voltages
are not being changed, we can conclude that for all of the

3To estimate the energy consumption model for an approximate RCA
we assume that all the carry bits are 0 when the inputs are provided for
each addition. But in reality the carry bits typically retain values from
the prior computations and are not reset to 0 every time.

Table 3: Maximum and minimum propagation delays of
the XOR gate and the MUX in 90nm technology

Gate max-delay` (pico-sec) min-delay` (pico-sec)
XOR 33:3 55:2

MUX 30:5 51:2

pij�A additions I E
k
.D; i; j; d/ is a constant. Therefore the

number of toggles at gate ` (for ` D 3kC2 or ` D 3kC3)
is decreased by pij �A when I E

k
.D; i; j; d/ D 1. Hence,

only considering the carry chain from i to j ,

wa
` D

.Total number of toggles of gate `/ � pijAI E
k

A

D
Total number of toggles of gate `

A
�
pijAI

E
k

A

D w` � pij I
E
k .D; i; j; d/

where ` D 3k C 2 or ` D 3k C 3.
Taking into account all possible carry chains in an n-bit

addition, the corresponding switching activities of these
gates in an n-bit approximate RCA should be decreased
accordingly based on the following equations.

wa
3kC2 D w3kC2 �

0@ X
0�i<j�n�1

pij I
E
k .D; i; j; d/

1A (20)

wa
3kC3 D w3kC3 �

0@ X
0�i<j�n�1

pij I
E
k .D; i; j; d/

1A (21)

where 0 � k < n. As per the design of an RCA described
in Section 8.1, each full adder has 3 gates. Therefore
the number of gates is N D 3 � n. As we compute the
switching activity for each gate, there would be N D 3n
unique switching activities. The switching activities are
indexed based on the indexing scheme for gates defined in
Section 8.1.

Example 9. Consider the 3-bit RCA shown in Fig. 8. We
will compute the approximate switching activities (wa

`
for

1 � ` � N ) for the gates in this adder. The first step in
computing Wa is to compute the switching activities (W)
for an RCA that is not being overclocked. The total number
of input combinations to a 3-bit RCA is A D 23�23 D 64.
Using simulations of the 3-bit RCA, we compute the av-
erage switching activity at the output of each gate when
there is no overclocking, which is the ratio of the number
of toggles at the output the gate to the number of addi-
tions. This gives the average switching of each gate per
addition.

Now we reduce these switching activities to take into
account the effect of overclocking. For the sake of this
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example, let us consider that C13.a;b/ D 1. From the
description of the sum path in Section 8.2.4 and the prop-
agation delay values shown in Table 3 (repeated from
Table 2 in Section 8.1), we know that d01 D 97:1ps
and d02 D 127:6ps. Let the clock cycle time, D, be
120ps. This means that from Eq. 19, I E

0 .120ps; 1; 3; d/ D
0, I E

1 .120ps; 1; 3; d/ D 0 and I E
2 .120ps; 1; 3; d/ D 1.

Therefore from Eq. 20 and Eq. 21, the switching activ-
ities of gate 8 (3 � 2 C 2 D 8), the XOR gate that
computes the sum in the last full adder in Fig. 8, and
gate 9 (3 � 2 C 3 D 9), the MUX that computes the
carry out in the last full adder, have to be reduced. Also,
in this case we assume that A D 23 � 23 D 64.4

Therefore the approximate switching activities of the two
gates are wa

8 D w8 � p13I
E
2 .120ps; 1; 3; d/ and wa

9 D

w9�p13I
E
2 .120ps; 1; 3; d/, where I E

2 .120ps; 1; 3; d/ D 1
and p13 D

�
1
2

�4
(assuming uniform input probabilities).

Our algorithm to re-evaluate the switching activities for
an approximate RCA is shown in Algorithm 1. This algo-
rithm takes as input the size of the adder (n), the probability
that a particular carry chain occurs (p) and the switching
activities (W) of the gates in a RCA without overclocking
and computes the switching activities (Wa) for an approxi-
mate RCA.

Based on the revised estimates of the switching activi-
ties, the total energy consumption of an approximate RCA
is as follows

Ea
D

NX
`D1

�
E

dyn
`
.�`/w

a
` C P

stat
` .�`/D

�
(22)

Substituting the relationship between average dynamic
energy consumption and worst-case propagation delays
from Eq. 2, as described in Section 7, in Eq. 22 we get the
following:

Ea
D

NX
`D1

 
`

1

�2
`
.�`/

wa
` C P

stat
` .�`/D

!
(23)

10.3 Summary to Section 10
In this section we have described the energy model we
use for a CMOS ripple carry adder. We also presented our
approach to extend the energy model to an approximate
RCA using carry chains.

4Since it is a simple 3-bit adder our benchmark consists of all possible
input cases. But in general the number of additions considered to compute
the switching activities could be lower than all possible input cases if the
number of input cases is prohibitively large.

Algorithm 1 Approximate Switching Activities
1: procedure SWITCHING ACTIVITIY(n;p; ε.v/;W) F

Calculates Wa, switching activities of the gates in an
approximate RCA

2: Compute d F Discussed in Section 8.2.4
3: for 0 < j � n � 1 do
4: for 0 � i < j do
5: for i < k � j do
6: Compute I E

k
.D; i; j; d/ F As defined

in Eq 19
7: if I E

k
.D; i; j; d/ ¤ 0 then

8: wa
3kC2

 w3kC2 � pij I
E
k

9: wa
3kC3

 w3kC3 � pij I
E
k

10: w3kC2  wa
3kC2

11: w3kC3  wa
3kC3

12: else
13: wa

3kC2
 w3kC2

14: wa
3kC3

 w3kC3
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: end procedure

11 Minimizing Average Error of an
Approximate RCA Using Geo-
metric Programming

In this section we describe our procedure to formulate our
target problem, which is minimizing average error of an
approximate RCA under a given energy budget, as a geo-
metric program. Then we present our approach to perform
supply voltage binning on the solution obtained from the
geometric program.

11.1 Formulation of an optimization prob-
lem

In this subsection we formulate our problem, as described
in Section 3.1, of minimizing average error of an approxi-
mate RCA with a given energy budget.

We form an optimization problem consisting of an ob-
jective function and one or more constraint functions. The
independent variables are called the decision variables
whose values are the solution to the optimization problem.

In our case, the objective function is the average error
of an approximate RCA as given in Eq. 14 in Section 9.
The average error as shown in Eq. 14 is a function of D,
d and the circuit topology. The clock cycle time D is an
independent variable, but d (described in Section 8.2.4)
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is a matrix whose elements are a function of the adder
topology, resulting critical path delays and gate supply
voltages. We do not alter the adder topology but instead
vary the gate supply voltages which directly alters d. We
found a formulation of error optimization in terms of d
(represented in terms of ε.v/) to be much simpler than a
direct formulation in terms of v.

Therefore we consider the propagation delays of the
gates as the decision variables. The RCA under considera-
tion consists ofN gates. We need to compute an optimized
supply voltage allocation scheme, which is the exact assign-
ment of supply voltages to the individual gates. To do this
we need to compute delays �1.�1/; �2.�2/; : : : ; �N .�N / for
which the average error is minimized under the constraint
that the total energy consumption is below the total energy
budget. These gate delays will in turn determine the supply
voltage allocation scheme.

The optimization problem is to minimize Eq. 14 which
is

Eravg.D;d/ D
X

0�i<j�n�1

pijErcc.D; i; j; d/; (24)

subject to the following two constraints and assumptions.

1. For each gate ` (as per the indexing scheme defined
in Section 8.1), ` D 1; 2; : : : ; N

min-delay` � �`.�`/ � max-delay`; (25)

where the lower and the upper bounds depend on
the transistor technology, the type of component and
fanout. Please refer to Section 6 for discussion of the
assumptions behind Eq. 25.

2. The total energy consumption of all the gates is
bounded from above by the given energy budget.
Thus,

Ea
D

NX
`D1

 
`

1

�2
`
.�`/

wa
` C P

stat
` .�`/D

!
� Energy Budget: (26)

The left hand side part of the above inequality has
been obtained from Eq. 23 in Section 10. In Eq. 26,
the proportionality constants (`) and the static power
consumption values (P stat

`
.�`/) are constants which

depend on the process technology and transistor-level
designs of the gates used in the RCA. Since we alter
neither the process technology nor the transistor-level
designs of the gates P stat

`
.�`/ is constant as far as the

optimization problem is concerned. And though `

does vary with supply voltage, we consider it as a
constant as described in Section 7. The clock cycle
time D and the Energy Budget are variables which
we can determine. The propagation delays of the
gates, �`.�`/, are the variables that can change during
the optimization process.

The assumptions under which the above optimization
problem is framed are as follows.

(i) The gate topology of the circuit of the adder is con-
sidered as a given and is not changed during the
optimization.

(ii) Potentially the optimization problem can result in
a solution that allocates each gate a unique supply
voltage. But as described in Section 2, with multiple
supply voltages the need for voltage level converters
arises. So to make the design more pragmatic we will
bin the solution from the optimization problem to a
fixed set of voltages. Currently we do not account for
the additional energy consumption due to the voltage
level converters in the optimization problem.

(iii) As discussed in Section 6, the propagation delays of
the gates are considered to be worst-case non-varying
(except with only supply voltage) deterministic de-
lays.

In this subsection we formulated our target problem
as an optimization problem by describing the objective
function, the constraints and the assumptions.

11.2 How to minimize average RCA error
using geometric programming

In this section we present our approach using a technique
called geometric programming to increasing the accuracy
at the output of the RCA by minimizing the function given
in Eq. 24 in Section 11.1 (which is repeated from Eq. 14).

In general the full class of optimization problems could
be classified into two categories, linear optimization prob-
lems (LP) and non-linear optimization problems (NLP).
The objective function of our optimization problem in this
paper, which is shown in Eq. 24, is not a linear function.
To clarify this point, let us observe the objective function.

Eravg.D;d/ D
X

0�i<j�n�1

pijErcc.D; i; j; d/

Substituting Eq. 7 we obtain the following:

Eravg.D;d/ D
X

0�i<j�n�1

pij

0@ jX
kDiC1

I cc
k .D; i; j; d/2

k

1A
(27)
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In Eq. 27 it can be observed that the indicator function
I cc
k
.D; i; j; d/ is not a linear function and in fact it is not

even a continuous function.
The authors have not been able to come up with a lin-

ear function to estimate/represent Eq. 27; therefore, the
authors have so far not been able to apply traditional linear
programming optimization techniques to this problem. The
alternative is to model our problem as a nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem (NLP). Although modeling our problem as
an NLP is trivial, solving a general NLP is computationally
difficult. In contrast, a sub-class of NLP known as geo-
metric programs (GP) are easy to solve, and also a global
solution can be achieved efficiently. In addition, there are
effective and reliable methods to solve a GP. Hence we
chose to compute an approximation of our target problem
as a GP.

Therefore, our solution is to formulate the problem of
minimizing Eq. 24 subject to the constraints outlined in
Section 11.1 as a geometric program and then solve it. To
further explain our procedure we present in Definition 2 a
particular type of function called a monomial and, in Defi-
nition 3 an extension of monomials known as a posynomial
(short for positive polynomial) [29].

Definition 2. Let x1; : : : ; xn denote n real positive vari-
ables, and x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ a vector with components xi .
A real valued function f of x, with the form

f .x/ D cxa11 x
a2
2 � � � x

an
n ;

where c > 0 and ai 2 R, is called a monomial [29].

Definition 3. A posynomial is a sum of one or more mono-
mial functions [29].

To model our target problem as a geometric program,
the objective function and all the constraints should be in
the form of a posynomial. But as can be observed from
Eq. 27, our objective function is not a posynomial. So we
will compute a posynomial approximation of our objec-
tive function based on the methodology given in Section
8.2 of [29]. The approach of computing a posynomial
approximation of a given function and then using geomet-
ric programming to solve it is referred to as signomial
programming, discussed in detail in [29].

As can be seen from Eq. 24, our objective function is
not a continuous function because of the indicator func-
tions. As per the methodology given in Section 8.2 of [29],
we have to use a feasible initial guess to find a posyno-
mial approximation of the continuous approximation of
our objective function. In our case, we start with a feasi-
ble uniform voltage allocation scheme as the initial guess
and compute a posynomial approximation of the objective

function in Eq. 29. The following is a mathematical de-
scription of the approximations and redefinitions that we
use.

To simplify the continuous approximation of the discon-
tinuous function Eravg.D;d/ (shown in Eq. 27), we will
redefine an indicator function adapted from I cc

k
.D; i; j; d/

(given in Eq. 8), which is a part of the right hand side of
Eq. 27, as follows:

Ik.D; i; j; d/ D

(
1 if dik > D; i < k � j
0 otherwise.

(28)

Using this definition, Ercc.D; i; j; d/ which is used in
Eq. 24 (previously defined in Eq. 7) is transformed as
follows

Ercc.D; i; j; d/

D

jX
kDiC1

I cc
k .D; i; j; d/2

k

D

j�1X
kDiC1

Ik.D; i; j; d/2k � Ij .D; i; j; d/2j (29)

where I cc
k
.D; i; j; d/ is shown in Eq. 8. Because the

new indicator function Ik.D; i; j; d/ is a non-negative
function, the negative sign appears in the definition of
Ercc.D; i; j; d/. Thus the combination of the indicator
function in Eq. 4 and the error function in Eq. 7 in Sec-
tion 9 results in the same value as the redefined indicator
function in Eq. 28 and transformed error function in Eq. 29.

This redefinition allows us to make the indicator func-
tion a non-negative function so that it can be represented
in terms of the signum function. We do this because a
signum function can be approximated to a smooth continu-
ous analytical function which we will then approximate to
a posynomial as required for a geometric program.

We now represent Ik.D; i; j; d/, by

Ik.D; i; j; d/ D
1C sgn.dik �D/

2

where sgn.x/ is the signum function. For � � 0,
sgn.x/ � tanh.�x/, and we use � D 200.5 Therefore,

Ik.D; i; j; d/ �
1

2
C

tanh.�.dik �D//
2

D
1

1C e�2�.dik�D/
:

Thus, our continuous and differentiable approximation

5This particular value of � was chosen empirically by observing the
plots of the two functions, sgn.x/ and tanh.�x/, and that the transition
from �1 to 1 is fast enough.
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of Eq. 29 is

Ercc.D; i; j; d/

D

j�1X
kDiC1

Ik.D; i; j; d/2k � Ij .D; i; j; d/2j

�

j�1X
kDiC1

1

1C e�2�.dik�D/
2k �

1

1C e�2�.dij�D/
2j

(30)

where dij are linear functions of �`.�`/. We use the mono-
mial approximation technique (Section 8.2 of [29]) for this
expression. This results in

Ercc.D; i; j; d/

�

j�1X
kDiC1

1

1C e�2�.dik�D/
2k �

1

1C e�2�.dij�D/
2j

� c�a
1

1 �
a2

2 : : : �a
N

N (31)

where c 2 RC and a` 2 R for all 1 � ` � N . The
expression in Eq. 31 is a monomial as per Definition 2.

We then construct the objective function Er.D;d/ as a
posynomial (defined in Definition 3) from Eq. 27.

As ε.v/ are the decision variables, we now express d in
terms of ε.v/, and write the average error as Eravg.D; ε/.
Then the problem is reduced to minimizing a posynomial
subject to posynomial inequality constraints, giving us a
geometric program in a standard form:

Minimize Eravg.D; ε/ D

CX
jD1

cj �
a1
j

1 �
a2
j

2 : : : �
aN
j

N

subject to min-delay` � �`.�`/ � max-delay`; k D 1; : : : ; N

and
NX
`D1

 
`
1

�2
`

wa
` C P

stat
` .�`/D

!
� Energy Budget

where C is the number of possible carry chains (see Ob-
servation 2) in a n-bit adder and N is the number of lower
level components (such as gates) in the adder. In the case
of a n D 16-bit adder, C D n.nC1/

2
D 156.

We use a standard geometric programming toolbox [29,
30] to solve this program. The solution of the first iteration
is used to compute the posynomial approximation again,
until the objective value starts to converge. This gives us
the final allocation of delays to the components such that
the average error is minimum for the given constraints. Us-
ing the delays allocated to the components, we can obtain
the voltages to be supplied to them.

Table 4: Propagation delay and supply voltage values from
the geometric program and corresponding binned supply
voltage values for the gates in Fig. 8

Gate Index �` (ps) �` (volts) Binned �` (volts)
1 44.6 0.84 0.8
2 46.9 0.8 0.8
3 34.0 1.16 1.2
4 44.6 0.84 0.8
5 40.8 0.92 0.9
6 33.3 1.2 1.2
7 39.3 0.96 1.0
8 38.5 0.98 1.0
9 33.3 1.2 1.2

To clarify our approach to minimize error using geomet-
ric programming, we present an example of a 3-bit adder
in Example 10.

Example 10. Consider a 3-bit RCA as shown in Fig. 8.
We will compute the objective function for the 3-bit RCA.
The possible carry chains are C02.a;b/; C01.a;b/ and
C12.a;b/. From Eq. 27,

Er.D;d/ D p01Ercc.D; 0; 1; d/C p12Ercc.D; 1; 2; d/
C p02Ercc.D; 0; 2; d/

Following Eq. 30, the objective function becomes

Er.D;d/ D p01
�
�

1

1C e�2�.d01�D/
21
�

C p12

�
�

1

1C e�2�.d12�D/
22
�

C p02

�
1

1C e�2�.d01�D/
21 �

1

1C e�2�.d02�D/
22
�

From Section 8.2.4 and Fig. 8, we know that d01 D
�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�5.�5/, d12 D �4.�4/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/
and d02 D �1.�1/C �3.�3/C �6.�6/C �8.�8/. Therefore,
the objective function becomes,

Er.D;d/ D p01
�
�

1

1C e�2�.�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�5.�5/�D/
21
�

C p12

�
�

1

1C e�2�.�4.�4/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/�D/
22
�

C p02

�
1

1C e�2�.�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�5.�5/�D/
21�

1

1C e�2�.�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/�D/
22
�

As described in Section 11.2, we first start with an initial
guess of uniform voltage allocation. For this example, say
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that all the gates are provided with the highest supply volt-
age of 1.2V and the corresponding minimum propagation
delay values are shown in Table 3 from Section 10. Let
us say that the clock cycle time is D D 120ps. Hence
if the values for the propagation delay and D are substi-
tuted then it results in �1.�1/C �3.�3/C �5.�5/ < D and
�4.�4/C �6.�6/C �8.�8/ < D. Therefore,

1

1C e�2�.�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�5.�5/�D/
� 0

1

1C e�2�.�4.�4/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/�D/
� 0

Thus the objective function becomes

Er.D;d/ Dˇ̌̌̌
p02

�
1

1C e�2�.�1.�1/C�3.�3/C�6.�6/C�8.�8/�D/
22
�ˇ̌̌̌

because we only consider the absolute magnitude of the
error. We also know from Section 9 that p02 D

�
1
2

�4
.

Now we use the monomial approximation technique
(Section 8.2 of [29]) for this expression. For keeping the
constants at a reasonable exponent (for example, not have
2:5 � 10�49 as a constant), we use all the delay values
in nanosecond units. This results in the following posyno-
mial approximation (in this case in fact it is a monomial)
objective function:

Er.D;d/ D 0:2790�0:008331 �0:007623 �0:007626 �0:008338

The final allocation of delays and their corresponding
supply voltage values obtained through signomial pro-
gramming [29] are shown in Table 4. The gate indices
used in Table 4 are based on the indexing scheme defined
in Section 8.1. The Energy Budget used to obtain this
solution is 1:11 � 10�13 J.

In this section we present our solution approach which
is a geometric problem based modeling of our target min-
imization problem. We also discuss about the specific
toolbox that we use in this paper.

11.3 Supply voltage binning
In this section we present our approach to binning the solu-
tion obtained from Section 11.2 to a specific set of voltages.
We also compare the solutions of the geometric program
and the binned solutions in the context of a ripple carry
adder.

0.8V 1.2V1.0V0.9V

Figure 10: A sample floorplan with 4 voltage islands based
on the binned solution of a 3-bit RCA shown in Table 4

The solution from Section 11.2, in principle, can assign
any voltage to any gate under the given constraints. For a
practical application of the solution we need to limit the
number of supply voltages and also the number of voltage
islands.

We will first present our approach to limit the number
of supply voltages. Let the possible set of supply voltages
be V and the number of distinct voltages required be M� .
We then pick an M�-combination of elements from set V
(see definition in Section 4). The voltages from this sub-
set are then assigned to the gates in the RCA with gates
having a higher voltage in the geometric program solution
getting a higher voltage from this subset. This process is
referred to as binning. We exhaustively search through all
possible binning schemes. Using Eq. 27 and the relation-
ship between propagation delay and supply voltage we can
compute a closed form solution of the average error. The
algorithm that we use for supply voltage binning is shown
in Algorithm 2. Let P.V/ be the power-set of the set V
and p an element of the power-set. Let mi be the number
of gates assigned with the i th element of p. Without loss
of generality assume that all the voltages in the sets are
sorted in ascending order.

Example 11. Consider the 3-bit RCA shown in Fig. 8. Let
V D f0:8; 0:9; 1:0; 1:1; 1:2g and M� D 4. We will now go
through Algorithm 2 to bin the supply voltages shown in
Column 3 (titled �`(volts)) Table 4. The first step in the
algorithm is to sort the gates in an ascending order based
on the supply voltage. The order in which the gates would
be arranged is 9; 6; 3; 8; 7; 5; 4; 1; 2 as per the gates’ re-
spective indices. Now we need to pick an element from
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Algorithm 2 Supply Voltage Binning
1: procedure BINNING(P.V/;M�)
2: Sort all the gates in ascending order with respect to

the supply voltage assigned by the geometric program
3: for p 2 P.V/ do
4: if jpj DM� then
5: for 8mi W

PM�
iD1mi D N , mi � 1 do

6: Assign the first mi unassigned gates
with the i th element (i th voltage) of p

7: end for
8: if

PN
`D1

�
`

1

�2
`

wa
`
C P S

`
.�`/D

�
�

Energy Budget then
9: Evaluate Eravg.D; ε.v// from Eq. 27

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: Pick the p and mi ’s with the minimum

Eravg.D; ε.v//
14: end procedure

P.V/ such that the element’s cardinality is M� D 4. The
number of elements in P.V/ that satisfy this condition is�
6
4

�
D 15. A few of such elements are f0:8; 0:9; 1:0; 1:1g,

f0:8; 0:9; 1:1; 1:2g and f0:9; 1:0; 1:1; 1:2g. Here each ele-
ment is a set of voltages. For each such set we have to
determine all possible ways of mapping the gates (from
the sorted order) to the voltages. An obvious heuristic
that we follow is that gates which have been assigned
higher voltages by the geometric program are assigned to
a bin with a higher voltage. For example, consider the set
f0:8; 0:9; 1:0; 1:1g and a few ways of binning are

� gates 9; 6; 3 ! 0:8V, gates 8; 7 ! 0:9V, gates
5; 4 ! 1:0V and gates 1; 2 ! 1:1V

� gates 9; 6; 3 ! 0:8V, gates 8; 7; 5 ! 0:9V, gate
4 ! 1:0V and gates 1; 2 ! 1:1V

� gates 9; 6; 3; 8 ! 0:8V, gates 7; 5; 4 ! 0:9V, gate
1 ! 1:0V and gate 2 ! 1:1V

From all such schemes for binning we will pick the scheme
that has the least error and satisfies the energy constraint
as shown in Algorithm 2. For the 3-bit RCA it turns out
that one of the binning schemes that satisfies the energy
constraint and has the lowest average error magnitude is
as shown in Column 4 of Table 4.

To determine the number of voltage islands we have to
design the floorplan of the actual circuit. We agree that
designing the floorplan and supply voltage binning con-
currently could lead to a more efficient solution but we

leave this problem for future work. For this paper, we first
bin the solution obtained from the geometric program and
then propose that the floorplan be designed accordingly
to minimize the number of different voltage islands. This
might result in some extended interconnects. But for this
paper, we assume that the overheads due to interconnects is
not very significant. Based on the supply voltage binning
and acceptable overheads of multiple voltage lines, we can
fix the number of voltage islands. In Fig. 10 we present an
example of a floorplan with four different voltage islands
for the 3-bit RCA solution shown in Table 4. Each box in
the figure represents a single gate. The digit in each box
corresponds to the index of the gate as indicated in Fig. 8.

12 Simulation Framework for RCA
Experimentation

In this section we describe the simulation framework that
we used for our experiments through which we aim to show
that the voltage assignments generated by our geometric
program described in Section 11.2 after voltage binning
have lower error when compared to corresponding uniform
voltage scaling (UVOS) or a naive biased voltage scaling
assignment (BIVOS).

We use Synopsys HSPICE Version B-2008.09 with Syn-
opsys 90nm technology to design and simulate our RCAs.
We discuss our models for energy consumption and aver-
age error in Section. 8. The range of voltages with which
the gates in the circuit are operated is 0.8V to 1.2V. As dis-
cussed in Section 2 we realize that using multiple voltages
may necessitate voltage level converters. Currently, we
do not include voltage level converters in our simulations
because our voltage shifts are usually very small (in the
0.1V – 0.2V range) [7].

We simulate the circuits with different supply voltage
configurations and obtain the average error magnitude and
average energy consumption values. The average error
magnitude for each experiment is computed by taking an
average, over the number of additions performed in the
experiment, of the absolute magnitude between the correct
output of the approximate adder and the actual output of
the approximate adder which might be different due to
overclocking. The average energy consumption is mea-
sured from our HSPICE simulations by taking an average,
over the total number of additions, of the total energy con-
sumption. The total energy consumption is computed as
the sum of the integrals of the product of the current drawn
and the magnitude of the supply voltage over the entire
period of simulation.

The input data set for the experiments is drawn from a
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uniform distribution. To simulate the behavior of the adder
we used 10,000 input combinations. We admit that the
number of test cases is not very high, but we chose this
number so that we could explore across multiple cases of
voltage allocation schemes.

We designed transistor level models in HSPICE for the
RCA based on the gate level description from Section 8.1.
We apply the procedure described in Sec. 11.2 to obtain a
globally optimized supply voltage allocation scheme for
the RCA. This scheme is then binned to specific supply
voltage values using the approach in Section 11.3. For our
experiments, to perform supply voltage binning we used
specific voltage levels which are 0.8V, 0.9V, 1.0V, 1.1V
and 1.2V.

The critical path delay of an adder is computed in
HSPICE by providing the adder with worst-case inputs.
For an adder a worst-case input is one in which there is a
carry chain from position 0 to position n�1.

We use three cases for comparing the advantage of our
approach. The three cases are as follows:

� Case 1: Uniform voltage scaling (UVOS) : All the
gates in the RCA are assigned the same voltage. The
voltage levels can vary from 0:8V to 1:2V at the gran-
ularity of 0.01V. Therefore there are 41 different volt-
age allocations.

� Case 2: Naive biased voltage scaling (n-BIVOS): For
comparison, we will consider the biased voltage scal-
ing (BIVOS) approach of George et al. [2] modified as
follows. First, we split the number of bits equally into
four sets: for 16 bits, there are four sets of four bits
each, while for 32 bits, there are four sets of 8 bits
each. Then, we tried the following possible combina-
tions of four distinct voltages assuming a step size of
0.1V from 0.8V to 1.2V: (i) f0:8V, 0:9V, 1:0V, 1:1Vg,
(ii) f0:8V, 0:9V, 1:0V, 1:2Vg, (iii) f0:8V, 0:9V, 1:1V,
1:2Vg, (iv) f0:8V, 1:0V, 1:1V, 1:2Vg and (v) f0:9V,
1:0V, 1:1V, 1:2Vg where the voltages are assigned
from lowest to highest from the LSB to the MSB.
For example, 0.8V is the supply voltage for the least
significant four bits (in the case of a 16-bit RCA) or
eight bits (for the 32-bit RCA) in four out of five of
the cases above. We call this approach "naive-BIVOS"
or n-BIVOS for short.

� Case 3: Binned geometric programming solution
(BGPS): The solution generated from the geomet-
ric program which is binned to limit the number of
supply voltages.

The metrics that we compare are the average energy
consumption and the average error magnitude. We also

use the metric of relative error which is the ratio of error to
the correct output, indicating how much the error affects
the output. From these results we picked a few data points
that illustrate the savings yielded by our methodology.

13 RCA Experimental Results
We first present the results for individual 16-bit and 32-bit
ripple carry adders. Then we show the energy impact of a
16-bit globally optimized RCA in the context of an FFT.

13.1 Simulation results of 16-bit and 32-bit
approximate ripple carry adders

In this section, we present the results for 16-bit and 32-bit
addition using approximate RCAs.

Based on the circuit description of the RCA in subsec-
tion 8.1, the number of gates in a 16-bit RCA is 48 and in
a 32-bit RCA is 96. We model these adders using the error
model described in Section 8.2. The objective function for
optimization, presented in Eq. 14, is computed efficiently
in Section 9. The constraints for the geometric program,
which are dependent on the technology, are also described
in Section 9. The first constraint in Eq. 25 limits �k.�k/,
the propagation delay of a single gate, between the maxi-
mum worst case delay (based on the lowest supply voltage
allowed which is 0.8V for our target technology) and the
minimum worst case delay (based on the highest supply
voltage allowed which is 1.2V). The RCA circuit that we
are using is built using two types of gates, an Exclusive OR
(XOR) gate and a multiplexer (MUX). The minimum and
maximum delays for these gates in our target technology,
computed in HSPICE, are provided in Table 5, which is
repeated from Section 8.1 for convenience. The second
constraint in Eq. 26 limits the sum of energy consumption
of all the gates. For our target technology, the constant `
in Eq. 26 has been computed for the two types of gates and
is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Maximum, minimum propagation delays and pro-
portionality constants of the XOR gate and the MUX in
90nm technology

Gate min-delay
(pico-sec)

max-delay
(pico-sec)

` .Jsec2)

XOR 33:3 55:2 2.0E-35
MUX 30:5 51:2 1.6E-35

For the experiments that we present here for the 16-bit
RCA we chose 4E-10 sec (=400ps) as the clock cycle time
(D). To describe the results, we chose an instance where
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Table 6: Summary of results of 16-bit and 32-bit approximate ripple carry adders

n-bit D (ns) Average Error Magnitude Energy Con-
sumption
(fJ)

Energy Sav-
ings

UVOS n-BIVOS BGPS UVOS
/BGPS

n-BIVOS
/BGPS

16-bit 0.4 36.83 50.06 21.66 1.70 2.31 110.78 1.41
16-bit 0.4 36.83 45.97 17.96 2.05 2.56 128.14 1.22
16-bit 0.4 36.83 38.55 26.31 1.40 1.47 132.9 1.18
16-bit 0.4 40.92 36.83 23.25 1.76 1.58 139.92 1.12
32-bit 0.6 18171 33704 13978 1.30 2.41 132.74 2.07
32-bit 0.6 15634 24637 11412 1.37 2.16 139.41 1.97
32-bit 0.6 14892 15215 11142 1.34 1.37 152.54 1.8
32-bit 0.6 14199 10931 8931 1.59 1.22 159.3 1.73

110 fJ is the Energy Budget in the geometric program for
all the 48 gates. We present the results in Table 6 compar-
ing the three cases described in Section 12. The solution
for Case 3 (BGPS) is where 18 gates had 0.8V, 11 gates
had 0.9V, 8 gates had 1.0V and 11 gates had 1.2V for sup-
ply voltages. The actual distribution of voltages across the
gates in the 16-bit RCA is described in Appendix C.

Furthermore, we observed that a 16-bit RCA would have
an energy consumption of 157pJ (by supplying 1.12V to
all the gates) to have no overclocking errors (100% accu-
racy) at the same frequency of 2:5Ghz and uniform supply
voltage (which is the current design methodology). When
we compare this adder with no errors with the approximate
adder using BGPS consuming 110fJ (as shown in Table 6)
we can see that when we tolerate an error of 21:66 we
reduce the energy consumption by 1:4X. These compar-
isons are also shown in Table 6, where “Energy Savings”
refers to the reduction in energy consumption of the BGPS
approximate adder with respect to the conventional cor-
rect RCA (see Section 4) operating with the same clock
cycle time (D). Simulation results of a 16-bit RCA being
overclocked at 2:5Ghz but for different values of Energy
Budget in HSPICE are shown in Fig. 11.

The clock cycle time (D) for the 32-bit RCA has been
chosen to be 6E-10 sec (=600ps). To demonstrate the re-
sults, let us choose one instance of the 32-bit approximate
RCA with an Energy Budget (in the geometric program)
of 132 fJ for all the 96 gates. The solution that resulted
after supply voltage binning of the geometric program so-
lution is a 32-bit RCA where 39 gates have 0.8V, 5 gates
have 0.9V, 24 gates have 1.1V and 28 gates have 1.2V for
supply voltages. The results for a 32-bit RCA are shown
in Table 6. Also, average error magnitude versus average
energy consumption results for a 32-bit approximate RCA
are shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 11: Average error magnitude versus average energy
consumption of uniform voltage allocation and optimized
voltage allocation in a 16-bit ripple carry adder

13.2 A sample scenario

Consider a popular application such as video recording.
Let us pick a device such as the Flip UltraHD video camera
(third generation) by CISCO. It records video in MPEG4
format. It has been shown that the motion estimation block
is the most computationally expensive part of a MPEG4
video encoder accounting about 66% to 94% of the encoder
computations [31]. Also motion estimation algorithms pri-
marily consist of 16-bit additions.

The Flip UltraHD video camera comes with a battery
with a supply voltage of 2:4V and a capacity of 2100mAh.
It has been observed that this device can function only for
about 2:5 hours with this battery. This means that the aver-
age power consumption (assuming a linear drain in energy
from the battery) of the device will be 2100

2:5
� 2:4mW =
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Figure 12: Average error magnitude versus average energy
consumption of uniform voltage allocation and optimized
voltage allocation in a 32-bit ripple carry adder

2:01W. Let us assume conservatively, that only 50% of
this power is actually consumed by the electronics and the
rest is consumed by other parts of the recorder such as the
LCD and the camera.

The Flip UltraHD video camera records HD video at
720p which means that the video is being recorded at 60fps
with a resolution of 1280 � 720.

From Table 6 we can see that by using an approximate
16-bit RCA we can save at least 1:4X energy per each ad-
dition when compared to a conventional correct RCA. This
means that the power consumption of the motion estima-
tion block can be reduced by 1:4X by using approximate
adders. From the average power consumption of the entire
device, if we account for the motion estimation to be ap-
proximately 90% of the total computational load, then the
power consumption of the motion estimation block alone
is around 0:9W. If we reduce this by 1:4X we get 0:65W.
This results in a total power consumption of 1:75W.

With an average power consumption of 1:75W when
compared to 2:01W the Flip UltraHD video camera using
the same battery can function for up to 2:9 hours, which is
around half an hour higher than the original battery life, for
a slight decrease in accuracy of the video being recorded.

Of course a BGPS solution can be computed for a “re-
quired” battery life by setting the Energy Budget appropri-
ately.

13.3 Assumptions regarding proportional-
ity constant

Consider Table 7 repeated from Section 7 for convenience.
`, as defined in Section 7, slightly increases with an in-

Table 7: Propagation delay and average dynamic energy
per transition of an XOR gate in 90nm process technology
for various supply voltage values

�` E
dyn
`
.�`/

(femto-J)
�`.�`/

(pico-sec)
E

dyn
`
.�`/� �

2
`
.�`/

(10�35Jsec2)
0.8 8.63 46.89 1.90
0.9 11.18 41.61 1.94
1 14.30 37.93 2.06

1.1 17.71 35.26 2.20
1.2 21.65 33.33 2.41

crease in �`. The incremental increase can be computed to
be approximately 6% per 0.1V. Therefore, for simplicity,
we will assume that this does not affect the final result
significantly and is captured by the mean (average) of all
the voltage values.

By considering only the mean of `, the average de-
viation of the proportionality constant (with respect to
the mean) over various supply voltages is approximately
equal to only 7%. Whereas if we consider either the the
maximum or minimum ` over the various supply voltage
values, the average deviation from the assumed value is as
high as 15.6%.

To be sure that the assumption of a constant (over var-
ious supply voltage values for a single type of gate) pro-
portionality constant does not affect the final solution of
the binned geometric program we simulated the following
cases using the binned geometric programming.

Consider a 16-bit RCA. The three cases are as follows:

� The geometric program formulation shown in Sec-
tion 11.2 where ` is the maximum of the proportion-
ality constants in Table 7 which is 2:41� 10�35Jsec2

� The geometric program formulation shown in Sec-
tion 11.2 where ` is the minimum of the proportion-
ality constants in Table 7 which is 1:9 � 10�35Jsec2

� The geometric program formulation shown in Sec-
tion 11.2 where ` is the average of the proportional-
ity constants in Table 7 which is 2:1 � 10�35Jsec2

The binned solutions of these three cases were com-
pared. It turned out that the binned solutions were not
affected at all by the changes in the proportionality con-
stants. Of course, there were minor deviations in the results
of the geometric program before binning. Therefore, in
this paper, we directly use the average of the proportional-
ity constants over several supply voltages and leave a more
accurate analysis of proportionality constants for future
work.
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Figure 13: Average error and average energy consumption
versus clock cycle time for a 16-bit approximate RCA with
constant and uniform supply voltage of 1.2V
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Figure 14: Average error versus energy consumption for a
16-bit approximate RCA with constant clock cycle time of
4E-10 sec

13.4 Non-monotonic error rates

In this section, we will present some results to demonstrate
the non-monotonicity of the average error magnitude with
respect to the average energy consumption and clock cycle
time of an approximate adder.

Examining Fig. 11 and 12 we see that the typical be-
havior is that the accuracy of the adder typically increases
with increase in energy consumption. But there are several
deviations in this behavior. Therefore accuracy does not
monotonically increase with increasing energy consump-
tion. This happens because the average error magnitude
of an approximate adder does not always decrease with

increasing the supply voltages of the gates in the circuit
of the adder. This phenomena has been explained in Sec-
tion 8.2.3.

To demonstrate the non-monotonicity of the average
error at the output of an approximate 16-bit RCA the be-
havior of average error versus clock cycle time is shown
in Fig. 13. The results in in Fig. 13 were generated by
keeping a constant and uniform supply voltage of 1.2V for
the entire approximate RCA.

Also, as another example, we present the behavior of av-
erage error versus energy consumption for an approximate
16-bit RCA in Fig. 14 while keeping the clock cycle time
constant at 4E-10 sec. This was computed by simulating
a 16-bit approximate RCA with different supply voltages
starting from 0.8V till 1.2V with a granularity if 0.01V. As
we change the supply voltage to the adder we are changing
the delays of the gates. By analyzing the data in Fig. 14
we can conclude that an increase in the delays of the gates
did not result in a decrease in average error magnitude at
least 98% of the time.

13.5 Approximate RCA FFT example
In this section we first describe the architecture of the 8-
point FFT that we use for these experiments. Then we
present simulation results of an 8-point FFT designed us-
ing conventional adders, uniform voltage scaled (UVOS)
adders, naive-biased voltage scaled (BIVOS) adders and
BGPS adders.

13.5.1 Architecture of an 8-point FFT

In this subsection we will present the definition of a dis-
crete Fourier transform and the architecture of the 8-point
FFT that we use.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) algorithm which reduces the number of
computations needed for P points from 2P 2 to 2P lg P .
The DFT can be represented as follows

XŒk� D

(PN�1
nD0 xŒn�W

kn
N if 0 � k � N � 1

0 otherwise.

where x is the input which is a finite duration sequence
(of length N ) of complex numbers, X is the DFT of x, and
WN D e

�2�i
N .

We use a complete decimation-in-time decomposi-
tion [32] of an 8-point FFT. A flow graph of this 8-point
FFT is shown in Fig. 15. We use techniques [33] to trans-
form multiplications in the 8-point FFT to additions of
shifted inputs. We do this transform because in this paper
we target only approximate adders and do not optimize
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Figure 15: Flow graph of a complete decimation-in-time
decomposition of a 8-point FFT

approximate multipliers. Also, it has been shown by Zhou
et al. [34] that multiplier-less FFTs have lower number
of computations than the FFTs with both multipliers and
adders. The transformed 8-point FFT with 24 fixed point
real 16-bit ripple carry adders is shown in Fig. 16.

We described the mathematical formulation of the DFT.
We also discussed about the design of the 8-point FFT and
the transformation we used to convert the multipliers into
adders.

13.5.2 Experimental results of an approximate 8-
point FFT

The approximate FFT was simulated in MATLAB by artifi-
cially introducing errors at the outputs of adders in the FFT
based on the average error values from the simulations
described in Section 13.1. As input to the FFT, we used the
image shown in Fig. 17(a) with a resolution of 100X100
pixels.

We use a 16-bit approximate RCA but using the image
data as input to the adder. Then we collect average error
for the three types of approximate adders through simula-
tions in HSPICE using the same framework as described
in Section 12 except for the input data. We use a Gaussian
noise source at the output of every adder in MATLAB
to simulate the effect of overclocking with the mean and
variance collected from HSPICE simulations of the RCA.
This will result in an approximately computed FFT of the
input image. We then perform a correct inverse-FFT in
MATLAB of this approximate FFT of the input image.
Our goal is to see the extent to which the data has been
preserved in this experiment. We would expect, if both the
FFT and the inverse-FFT were correct, that the final image
would be an exact copy of the original image.

The different cases that we compare are

� Case 1: Conventional design where all the adders are
being operated at 100% accuracy.

� Case 2: BGPS: The voltage allocation scheme gener-
ated by mathematical formulation and the optimiza-
tion scheme presented in this paper.

� Case 3: n-BIVOS: The voltage allocation scheme
where the adder is divided into 4 equal bins with
voltages assigned from the set 0:8; 0:9; 1:0; 1:1; 1:2V.

� Case 4: UVOS: Approximate adders in the circuit have
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Figure 17: Images generated by (a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c)
Case 3 and (d) Case 4

uniform voltage allocation but still being operated at
the same frequency.

The resultant images from the four cases that are dis-
cussed above are shown in Fig. 17. The image generated
by the FFT using BGPS adders has a PSNR that is 15db
lower than the image generated by the FFT using UVOS
adders with a similar energy consumption. Also the image
generated by the n-BIVOS adders is 8.5 dB lower than the
image generated by the BGPS adders. All these adders
have a similar energy consumption.

14 Impact on Circuit Design
The novel methodology provides the circuit designer an
efficient way to decide on the optimal design parameters
in approximate adders. As mentioned in Section 1, there
has been no method for allocating supply voltages to ap-
proximate arithmetic circuits. This means that the designer
has had to exhaustively explore across all possible voltage
allocation schemes, which is not practical for other than
modestly sized circuits.

Our design automation solution, through geometric pro-
gramming, very quickly gives a quantitative comparison of
the relative importance of the components in an adder and
assign supply voltages that can be selected by the designer.

Thus we enable the improvement of the output quality of
low power approximate arithmetic adders by intelligently
allocating voltages and thus make an attempt to tackle the
issues of reliability and process variations.

15 Conclusions and Future Direc-
tions

Our primary contribution is a tractable solution methodol-
ogy to automatically assign supply voltages, while obeying
design constraints, to components in approximate ripple
carry adders, so that the average error of the target adder
is minimized. The work is applicable to any current RCA
design of any size.

To do the optimization we use the expected behavior
of the average error weighted with bit significance and
then formulate our target problem as a geometric program.
We also show a method to intelligently bin the solution
from the geometric program given a list of available supply
voltages from the circuit designer.

As almost all common circuits consist of mostly adders
and multipliers, extending this work to other arithmetic
primitives such as multipliers would be very useful. Also,
clearly understanding the non-monotonic behavior of the
average error versus energy consumption in an adder would
be important for automating such designs.

In this paper, we do not change the actual circuit topol-
ogy of the adder, but our methods could assist a designer
attempting to optimize the circuit topology of an adder
circuit specifically targeting approximate computation.
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A Effect of Non-zero Carry Bits on
Error and Energy Models

In this section we discuss the effect of non-zero carry bits
on the error and energy models presented in this paper.

Consider the indicator function given in Eq. 4 in Sec-
tion 8.2.5.

Ik.a;b;d;D/ D

‚
1

if 9 i; j such that Cij .a;b/ D 1;
i < k < j and dik > D

�1
if 9 i; j such that Cij .a;b/ D 1;
i < k D j and dik > D

0 otherwise.
(32)

Eq. 32 is useful in modeling the error at the output of an
adder because it denotes whether there is a possibility of
error at the sum output of a given bit position provided the
adder topology, worst-case propagation delays of the gates
and the clock cycle time.

As per Theorem 1, this is based on the fact that when
Cij D 1, then unless dik � D the sum output at bit posi-
tion k is not computed correctly. If observed carefully, this
is assuming that a carry cannot begin in the middle of a

carry chain which could happen if the intermediate carry
bits were not all zero. For example, if an intermediate
carry bit at a particular bit position is 1 before the addition
begins then a “rogue” carry chain could be generated. This
is illustrated in Example 12.

Example 12. Consider the 5-bit addition of the two num-
bers 01001 and 01111. This is a duplication of Example 5
but instead of assuming that all the intermediate carry
bits are 0, we will assume the intermediate carry bits as
shown in Fig. 18. As we can see from the figure, due to
the fact that the intermediate carry at bit position 2 is 1 be-
fore the addition started there is a “rogue” carry chain that
begins from bit position 2 which, in this case, produces
the correct sum output at bit position 3 earlier (shown in
Example 5) than it would have been computed without the
rogue carry chain.

To model the effect of “rogue” carry chains using the
procedure of indicator functions is very difficult. Since
now we have to take into account the probability that an
intermediate carry bit is 1 and a rogue carry chain is gener-
ated. For example, consider that Cij D 1, then to evaluate
whether there is a possibility of error at bit position k,
where i < k � j , then we have to take into account all the
cases where a rogue carry chain could have begun from
the between bit position i and bit position k.

We also need to model the effect of multiple rogue carry
chains. Our optimization of evaluating the average error
at the output of the adder by computing an average over
all possible carry chains is valid because of the fact that
carry chains do not overlap (as shown in Observation 1.
But as explained above, “rogue” carry chains can overlap
and hence our error model would not hold.

Similarly our energy model is based on a similar indica-
tor function which again would not be valid in the presence
of these “rogue” carry chains.

Thus a major modification of error and energy modeling
would be needed to take the effect of non-zero interme-
diate carry bits into account. Modeling this effect would
probably result in a closer estimate to the reality but will
significantly increase the complexity of the algorithm.

B Transistor Level Diagrams of the
Gates used in an RCA

The design of an RCA that we use in this paper is de-
scribed in Section 8.1. In this section we will present the
transistor level designs of the two gates, Exclusive-OR and
Multiplexer, that we use in an RCA.
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Figure 19: The transistor level diagram of the XOR gate
in the RCA
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Figure 20: The transistor level diagram of the MUX gate
in the RCA

The transistor level design of an XOR gate is shown in
Fig. 19 and the corresponding design for a MUX gate is
presented in Fig. 20.

C Distribution of Voltages Across
Gates in a BGPS Approximate
RCA

In this section we present an example of a 16-bit approx-
imate RCA with a binned geometric programming solu-
tion to illustrate the distribution of binned supply voltages
across the gates in the RCA. Consider Fig. 21 where the
series of blocks indicate the 16-bit RCA where each block
represents a 1-bit FA and the digit inside each block de-
notes the corresponding bit position.
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Figure 21: The transistor level diagram of the MUX gate
in the RCA

The four horizontal lines below the series of blocks rep-
resent the four different supply voltage bins. In this exam-
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ple they are 0.8V, 0.9V, 1.0V and 1.2V. Under each block
(or 1-bit FA) there are three symbols which are placed in
one of the horizontal lines. The three symbols and their
meanings are as follows.

� The solid black circle represents the top XOR gate
that computes the XOR of the two inputs to a 1-bit
FA and in terms of our gate indexing scheme, from
Section 8.1, its index is 3k C 1 where k represents
the bit position (in this case the digit inside the corre-
sponding block and 0 � k � 15).

� The hollow square represents the bottom XOR gate
that computes the sum output in each 1-bit FA whose
index is 3k C 2.

� The solid black rhombus represents the MUX gate in
each 1-bit FA that computes the next carry output and
whose index is 3k C 3.

The placement of a symbol with respect to one of the
horizontal lines represents the corresponding supply volt-
age of that gate. For example, consider the block with the
digit ‘10’ inside. The solid circle corresponding to this
block is placed on the second line which corresponds to
0:9V. This means that the top XOR gate in the 1-bit FA
at bit position 10 has been assigned a supply voltage of
0:9V. The hollow square corresponding to the same block
is placed on the third horizontal line which corresponds
to 1:0V which means that the bottom XOR gate that com-
putes the sum bit sa

10 has a supply voltage of 1:0V. And
finally the solid black rhombus for this block is placed on
the last line corresponding to the highest supply voltage
which is 1:2V and hence the MUX gate at bit position 10
is supplied with 1:2V.

The reason for such a pictorial representation is to give
the reader an understanding of the relative distribution of
voltages across the RCA. Also there could be interesting
observations that could be made from Fig. 21 such as the
critical path of the RCA (in this case the MUX gates) are
usually assigned as high as a voltage possible. Also in-
tuitively since the higher order bits cause higher error in
the final output gates computing the higher order bits are
supplied with a higher voltage when compared to the gates
computing the lower order bits.
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